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FOREWORD

When Canon Bone died on December 31, 1917, he left the MS.

of this book in the hands of his brother, Mr. Edward W. Bone.

For nineteen years Canon Bone was Vicar of Stratton, and this

account of his former church was the diversion of his closing

years ; so that he speaks both from intimacy and from reflection.

In the preparation of the book I had been of some assistance to

him, and was responsible for some of the theories advanced, such

as the setting-out of the Norman church ; and I was accordingly
asked by Mr. E. W. Bone to supervise the publication. I have left

the narrative as far as possible to speak for itself, correcting only
some obvious mistakes and making a few compressions to avoid

repetition. In a few instances I have added a note where

elucidation seemed desirable or a difference of opinion might
exist.

The visitor to the church with but limited time who wishes

to use this book as a guide, should turn straight to Chapter V—
' The Story of the Fabric." At greater leisure he will find

himself well repaid by a perusal of the remaining chapters of

local history, based on the records in which Stratton is par-

ticularly rich, but which might equally well depict the daily life

of many another parish in an epoch which is now more than ever

being left behind. N

In conclusion I may say that it is proposed to hand over any
profits on the sale of this book to the Vicar of Stratton for church

purposes. I should like to add a word of thanks to Mrs. E. H. W.
Dunkin for permission to reproduce the illustration of the

Arundell Brass from her late husband's work on the Monumental
Brasses of Cornwall. For the plan of the church I am responsible.

BASIL STALLYBRASS.
12 Queen Anne Terrace,

Plymouth.



BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

The Rev. Frederic Jas. Bone was, educated at Cheltenham

College, whence he proceeded to Trinity College, Cambridge. He
was a Scholar of his College. He took his degree in 1867, being

the 22nd Wrangler in the Mathematical Tripos of that year.

He was ordained at Exeter in 1870, being the first clergyman
ordained by Bishop Temple. He was Curate of Stratton, Corn-

walk, from 1870 to 1873, and Vicar of the same parish from 1873

to 1892. He was Vicar of S. Newlyn East from 1892 to 1903.

and appointed Hon. Canon of Truro in 1896. From 1903 to

1915 he was Prebend of Manhays in the Collegiate Church of

Endellion, and Vicar of Lanhydrock, Cornwall. In 1915 he

resigned the two last-mentioned offices owing to failing health

and died at Exmouth, Devon, on the 31st December, 1917-
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THE STORY OF STRATTON
CHURCH

CHAPTER I

PRE-NORMAN TIMES

Some knowledge of the Christian religion must have reached
the Celtic tribes in Cornwall at a very early age through the
merchants who crossed over from Gaul to trade for the highly
valued tin, of which Cornwall and Devon had almost the

monopoly, as well as for the other products of their mines. In the
fifth century came the holy men and women from South Wales
and from Ireland, whose names have been preserved in so many
of the Cornish churches and parishes, and in the century follow-

ing, as the Saxon invasion drew towards the West, the refugees
from the nearer parts of Britain sought an asylum in Cornwall,
and came to reinforce the Christian communities already existing,
or to start fresh centres of Christian life.

But the Saxons themselves did not reach Cornwall before they
had accepted the Christian faith. The conversion of Kent
began in the end of the sixth century, and before the end of the
seventh century all England was Christian. In Domesday Book,
which describes how the land was held before the coming of the
Normans, four thousand churches are enumerated throughout
England, though the record is far from complete, the mention of
a church being accidental, and no return of churches is made for

Lancashire, Middlesex, or Cornwall. When then Athelstan
overran Cornwall in 926 and completed the conquest which
Egbert began, he came not as a destroyer, but as a builder-up of
the Church, and many religious houses received from him fresh

privileges and much land. And this new English race showed
themselves extraordinarily quick and eager to learn in the

monastery schools. In the great monastery school at Whitby
under the rule of the Abbess Hilda there were a thousand scholars,

many of them from overseas. Great names have come down
to us from those far-off times, of Christian missionaries like

11



12 THE STORY OF STRATTON CHURCH

Cuthbert and Wilfrid, of Christian kings like Alfred and Edward
the Martyr, of poets like Caedmon, the herdsman in Hilda's

monastery at Whitby who turned the Bible story into English
verse so that the people might learn it by heart

; and of mission-
aries who went out into the still dark places of Europe, like

Willibrord, the apostle of Germany.
It would be a mistake to suppose that our English forefathers

had much to learn from the Norman invaders in the arts and
refinements of life. The Normans were fine soldiers, but they had
no literature ; as regards morality the}^ had scarcely emerged
from the laxity of barbarism. Love of power was their ruling
passion in peace and in war. Their women had no education and.
little influence for good. The English were behind the Normans
in the scale of their buildings ; they built no castles

;
their

churches as often as not, and their homes almost invariably, were
of wood. They were sadly deficient too in national organisation.
In these respects the Normans were their teachers, and it was
the Normans who brought them into closer relation with the-

Continental, and so with the Roman Church. But in the strength
of their local institutions, and in their manners, knowledge of the
arts and comforts of domestic life, the English were the teachers,
not the learners. They were better educated, their women had a
better position and greater influence. They loved music, worked
in gold and other metals, embroidered the hangings which they
had woven in their looms for their houses and their churches ;

the monks in their cloisters worked at the richly illuminated

copies of the Bible and the Service books of the Church, and
wrote the history of their own times and of the times of their

forefathers.

Such then were the people among whom the Normans estab-
lished themselves as overlords, building their castles up and
down the land, and dispossessing the old owners of the soil.

In Cornwall they found a population, partly made up of the
Celtic Britons, partly of the Saxon English who had settled

among them. The two races were by this time blended into one

nation, the landowners almost everywhere English, the tillers

of the soil British, but high and low united in the one Church, in

which their liberties were preserved. For in the Church vestry
all were on the same footing and all had an equal voice. The
old paganism had long since, we must suppose, melted away
beneath the rays of a warmer sun. Here in Stratton for genera-
tion after generation a Christian folk had been re-born in Baptism,
had learnt to repeat the Apostle's Creed, worshipped at the
Christian altar, and been buried in the hope of the Resurrection
of the dead. That they must have had their church, some
humbler structure, of cob and thatch, or possibly of wood, there

can be no manner of doubt, and even if there had been a building
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of stone, it could not be expected that it would have left any
trace behind it to tell of its existence.

The advowson of the Church in Stratton with the glebe land

that went with it had been, as far as record goes, in the possession
of the Priory of St. Stephens at Launceston. The Priory is

mentioned in Domesday Book, which was compiled in 1086, and
in 1 1 26 Henry I, finding it inadequately provided for, granted it

and its possessions to Bishop Warelwast at Exeter, who re-

constituted it as a Priory of Augustinian Canons. In 11 99 King
John confirmed it by charter in all its rights and possessions, in

which are included the advowson of the Church of St. Andrew in

Stratton, together with one carucate of land of the Sanctuary of

the Manor of Stratton, and a piece of the salt-marsh at Ebford.

. This carucate 1 of land must have been the original glebe land,

and may possibly have been an early endowment of the pre-
Norman Church. Whether or not there once stood on the

sanctuary land some early settlement of the Celtic monastic type
can only be a matter for conjecture.

1 The carucate was the measure of land in the Danish portions of

England, taking the place of the Saxon hide, and about this time
reckoned as equivalent. Its size was towards the end of the century
fixed at 100 acres. The hide as a measure of taxation had been taken
as 120 acres, but not modern acres of 4840 square yards. Being the

"typical holding of the typical family," the hide and the carucate

varied with the value of the land, and the acre varied concurrently, the

acre being in theory
"
the amount of land which the plough team of

eight oxen could plough in a single day." Cf. Dr. Round's Feudal

England.
—B.S.



CHAPTER II

THE NORMANS

Long before the first hundred years had passed after the Norman
invasion of England we shall see reason to conclude that the
Norman Church in Stratton had begun to rise from its founda-
tions. The period immediately following the invasion had indeed

everywhere been for the English people a time of unsettlement
and disillusion. They had been willing to accept the rule of the
Norman dukes who had a claim of relationship with their own
royal family, but they had not reckoned what it would be to be
subject to the tyranny of the Norman lords. For the Norman
barons, who with their knights and men-at-arms had conquered
England, now looked on the English soil and on the people on it

as their share of the spoil. First in one part of the country and
then in another the English broke out into rebellion ; but,

having never learnt the secret of unity among themselves, they
were no match for the disciplined strength of the Norman
forces. So English liberties perished beneath the flood.

In every part of the country then the Normans had planted
themselves as lords and owners of the soil. The Manor of

Stratton is said in Domesday Book to have been held in the
time of Edward the Confessor by Alured, the Marshall, and
Osbern, Bishop of Exeter. It had now passed with three hundred
manors in Cornwall into possession of the great Earl of Mortain,
William's half-brother. Saxon and Briton had long since been
fused, but the Norman knights and the English thanes, the men-
at-arms in the Norman castles and the tillers of the soil, were
still alien in blood and in language. French was the language of

the Court and of the castle, and the kings were more French than

English. It was not until some centuries after the Conquest that

English began to be spoken by the upper classes. The removal
of the strong hand of the Conqueror by death had only aggra-
vated the troubles from which the country was suffering. The
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle describes the troubled existence through
which it passed during the feeble reign of Stephen. The King at

his Coronation had conceded to his unruly barons the right to

build castles in their own defence, which "
they filled with devils

and evil men who greatly oppressed the people. . , . And this

14



THE NORMANS 15

state of things grew worse and worse ; the land bare no corn,
Eor you might as well have tilled the sea, and it was said openly
that Christ and his saints slept." Fortunately for the English

people the Norman kings who followed Stephen were for the

most part strong and able rulers. The successful wars which they
carried on almost continuously in France to maintain and
extend their possessions there,, served to draw out of the country
and to bring under discipline the fighting elements in the king-
dom, and, when the wars abroad slackened for a while, there was
fighting in Scotland and Wales to take their place.

The link of union between the people and their foreign lords

was still the Church in which they met and worshipped. Both
nations were accustomed to the same Latin forms of service, and
these were shortly afterwards revised in, the Salisbury Use,
which became common throughout the West of England. In
the services of the Church rulers and ruled were on common
ground ; and the liberties of the people were preserved in the
church vestries, to which the Church Wardens rendered their

account, and in which every layman had an equal voice.

With all their ferocity and lack of refinement the Normans
were great church builders, and they began soon to cover the
land with their monasteries and stone churches after the style
which they had brought with them from Normandy. The great
Norman towers of Exeter remain to this day to bear witness to
the greatness of their conceptions. Moreover, a considerable
number of our own Cornish churches, as, for example, Morwen-
stow and Kilkhampton, and, further west, Tintagel and
St. Minver, retain more or less copious Norman remains. And
Strattorj would indeed have been behind the times, if no Norman
church had been given to it in exchange for the more lowly
House of God in which the past generations had been content to

worship.



CHAPTER III

THE TAXATION OF THE LIVING
j

The earliest historical notice of the Church in Stratton relates to
the Taxation of the living in the year 1260, the record of which is

preserved in Bishop Stapleton's Register. The bishops had been
moved of late years by the growing evil of the appropriation of

livings to monasteries. The landowners, the representatives of
the original donors of the tithe and the glebe, to whom had
descended the right of appointing their parish clergy, had the

power, which they frequently exercised, of vesting jn the monas-
tery which they especially favoured the advowson of the church

together with the temporalities of the living. In this way
presumably the advowson of the Church of Stratton with the

right of appointment to the living and the church revenue of

Stratton had passed in early times into the hands of the Priory
at Launceston. In such cases the monks would commonly
nominate a clerk of their own order to serve the parish, assigning
to him some small pittance out of the income of the living while

retaining the lion's share for themselves.
The parish priest appointed in this way could have no inde-

pendent position or authority. The tie with the monastery
would remain unbroken, and he would be in effect the vicar of the

monastery rather than of the parish. To remedy this state of

things it had recently been enacted that in all such cases the
minister appointed to the parish should be regularly instituted,
and inducted into the temporalities of the living, a fixed portion
of the income of the living being assigned for his support. The
taxation of the living was the settlement of the stipend of the

parish priest as between the monastery which held the advowson
and the parish.

It appears that the arrangement now made was that the Priory
of Launceston should be paid yearly 25 marks in silver from the

income Of the living, the residue of all the incomings, great and
small (majores et minores), being assigned to the Vicar. The
value of the old English mark was 13s. 4d., so that 25 marks
would be equal to £\6 13s. 4d. A little later, in the valuation

of Pope Nicolas, the Church of Stratton, that is, the income

• 16



THE TAXATION OF THE LIVING 17

accruing from it to the Priory, is assessed at £7 13s. 40!. ,
and

the Vicarage at £1. The value cff money in the times we are

speaking of was of course many times greater than what the

same figures would represent to-day, but in any case it will be

seen that the Prior and the brotherhood at Launceston had
small reason to complain of an arrangement by which it seems

they secured for their own uses seven-eighths of the total

endowment of the living. Probably, however, the Vicar's portion
was supplemented by the freewill and customary offerings of the

people.
We shall see reason to conclude, when we come to deal with the

fabric of the Church, that the twelfth and thirteenth centuries

did not pass without witnessing some substantial modifications in

the original building and that they covered a period of much
activity in the Church life of the parish. It will appear also in the

chapter on the Blanchminster family that it is in the year 1254
that the 1st Sir Ralph de Blanchminster comes into view as the

heir to the Manor -of Stratton. It seems not unreasonable to

connect the renewed activity of which we have spoken with the

coming of the new lords to the manor and parish. It is some kind
of confirmation of this to find Sir Ralph entering on a suit with
the Priory of Launceston in the year 1264, the object of which was
to recover the advowson of the church from the Priory, asserting,
it may be presumed, his right to possess it as lord of the manor.
He did not succeed in his suit and the title of the Priory was
indeed beyond dispute. The Stratton advowson is included along
with the other possessions of the Priory which John confirmed to

it in 1 1 71, and only recently it had been recognised in the taxation
of the living by Bishop Bronescombe in 1260. The concord now
made, in which Ranulph de Albo Monasterio acknowledges the
advowson to be of the right of the prior and convent of St. Stephen
of Launceston " and the same prior admitted the aforesaid

Ranulph and his heirs to the benefit of all the good-works and
prayers which' in future shall be offered in his church aforesaid
for ever," suggests that Sir Ralph was not indifferent to the good
works and the prayers of his church.
A further event in which the parishioners of Stratton must have

been interested is recorded as taking place in 1297. Throughout
t lie w hole of the last thirty years of the century when Edward the
1st ruled over England the country had been heavily taxed to

provide means for the King's wars in France, Scotland, and Wales.
When in the year 1294 Edward was warring against the Scotch

King] a knight appeared before the bishops then assembled at

Westminster, the bearer of the stern message,
"
Holy fathers,

this is the demand of the King, One half of all the revenue of your
churches. If anyone objects to this, let him stand forth as

unworthy of the King's peace." Some of the clergy of Cornwall
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had the courage to resist the demand to contribute to the expense
of a war in which they had no concern, and accordingly the Vicar

of Stratton (probably the one whose name is absent from the

List) with others of the neighbouring clergy suffered imprison-
ment in the Castle of Launceston.
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CHAPTER IV

THE BLANCHMINSTER FAMILY AND THE EFFIGY IN

THE CHURCH

The traditional account of the effigy in the north aisle of the

church, as given in the county histories of Borlase and Gilbert, is

that it represents Sir Ralph de Blanchminster or de Albo

Monasterio, who is said to have gone on Crusade with Prince

Edward, afterwards Edward I, in the year 1270. The figure is

said to be habited as a Knight Templar, the reference being to the

long mantle or surcoat which is worn over the armour. 1 No
authority is quoted in either history, and none has been found
for the traditional story. The crossed legs are no longer accepted
as necessarily indicating a Crusader, neither is the long over-

mantle to be regarded as peculiar to the Order of the Knights
Templar. If the original of the effigy had been a member of the

Order, he must have taken the vow to devote himself to the
service of the Holy Land, to divest himself of all his property, and
to follow the call of the Superior of his Order,

"
as if it were the

call of God." But it was not the Knights Templar only who in

the times of the Norman kings of England left everything to go
out and free the holy places from the hold of the infidel. The
Crusades were carried on for two hundred years, from the Council
of Claremont in 1095 to 1291 and even later. Throughout this long
period wave after wave of enthusiasm spread through Europe.
The priests left their parishes, and the monks their cells, and

the peasantry, though in general bound to the soil, not in-

frequently with their women and children, swelled the crowd."
There would be nothing unusual then, or improbable, in the
circumstance of a member of the Blanchminster family having

1 Points to notice are : (1) the long sleeveless surcoat reaching below
the knees ; (2) the coij-de-mailles over the head with its strap ; (3) the
hauberk of mail with its sleeves prolonged over the hand ; (4) the

genouillieres of plate covering the knees (the earliest form by which
chain-armour was reinforced) ; (5) the chausses of mail continued over
the feet, with the spurs over ; (6) the shield hung by a guige over the
shoulder ; (7) the wide sword and the method by which it is suspended,
the end of the strap being apparently passed twice round the scabbard.—B.S.

B 19



20 THE STORY OF STRATTON CHURCH

joined Prince Edward's Crusade or in his body having been laid

to rest in the Holy Land. And even if, as must be admitted, no
evidence has been produced, or perhaps is ever likely to be

produced, to support the Crusader tradition, still it must be
remembered that a certain weight must be allowed to the tradition

itself, for these voices from the past are seldom without some
basis of fact. 1

All, however, that we can expect to show in the

present instance from what can be discovered of the family
history is that it at least leaves the way open for the genuineness
of the tradition.

It can at any rate be shown that the Blanchminster family
held the knight's fee in Stratton from the opening years of the
thirteenth until well towards the close of the fourteenth centuries.

The inference is fairly plain that it is to this family and no other

that we must look for the knight whose effigy is in the church.

It remains then to trace the history of the Blanchminster family
in the thirteenth century from the contemporary records. It will

be found that we shall be able to take it back, though not in

Stratton or in Cornwall, to still earlier times.

In an undated charter in possession of the Stratton Charity
Feoffees we find Lucy Turet as lady of Stratton (domina de

Strattone) granting in her free widowhood, the half-acre of Ponte
to Gilbert de la Hele. Other charters in their possession refer to

original grants by Bartholomew Turet. Bartholomew Turet
had property at Wishale in Yorkshire, in which county his

grandfather had founded and endowed the Priory of Halegh
Park. Owing to hostility to King John he was deprived of his

land at Stratton in 1216, but on his return to his fealty King
Henry III restored him his property in the following year.
Bartholomew Turet dying without issue, his estates passed to

his sister, Lucy Turet, and remained in her right in her widow-

hood, and in a Halegh Park charter dated 1254 Sir Ralph de

Albo Monasterio is stated to be Lucy Turet's son and heir.

Accordingly in another Feoffee charter, also undated, it is Sir

Ralph who grants the acre of Hele to Gilbert de Limaton, the

same Gilbert, we may suppose, as in Lucy Turet's charter.

It must then have been through his father's marriage with Lucy
Turet that the original Sir Ralph Blanchminster came into

possession of his knight's fee in Stratton. We have thus succeeded
in finding the Blanchminsters first as a Norman family of distinc-

tion in the Shropshire town of Album Monasterium, coming by

1 True of the genuine tradition, but traditions which go no further

back than the eighteenth century antiquaries are more than suspect.
For their untested conjectures were given out as facts ; and by repe-
tition became "

traditions." The above example is rather typical,
since crossed legs and long surcoats were all but universal at this period.
Cf. the figure at Haccombe, Devon.—B.S.
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marriage with the Yorkshire heiress into possession of her manor
in Stratton.

Beginning with Lucy Turet's son and heir, four Blanchminster

knights followed one another in the Stratton and Yorkshire
estates. The first Sir Ralph of whom we have cognizance comes
on the scene in 1254, the date of the Halegh Park charter. He
showed his interest in Stratton by the unsuccessful attempt
which he made by a suit at Launceston in the year 1263^0
possess himself of the advowson of the church at Stratton. This
Sir Ralph is shown by an entry in the Episcopal Register at

Exeter to have died previous to 1277, and the same entry shows
that his son, Sir Reginald, had also died in early life previous to

the date of the entry.
Sir Reginald's son and successor, a second Sir Ralph, lived to

a considerable age and held an important place in the county.
In 1314 he was returned as Member for the county, and in the
same year he was summoned to the muster at Newcastle-on-Tyne
to perform military service against the Scots. The Blanchminsters
had also acquired the lordship of Scilly, possibly through the
first Sir Ralph's marriage with his wife Isabella. His grandson
now built his castle on the island in 1302, but it is hardly likely
that he would have made his residence off the mainland. Some
interesting stories are told of affairs on the island in the extracts
from the records collected by Mr. W. B. Goulding in his Blanch-
minster Charity Records, from which we gather that the relations
of the lords of the island with the King's officials were not always
harmonious. The lords of Binhamy must have had painful
experience of the sea voyage from Efford to Land's End, when
from time to time their presence was required in Scilly.
The second Sir Ralph died in 1348, leaving Dominus Richard,

no doubt Richard Bode, then Vicar of Stratton, as the executor
of his will, an English translation of which is given in Mr. Gould-
ing's work. The will is noticeable for the number of specific
bequests, and concludes with a bequest to the church at Stratton
for the fabric of an aisle in the north part of the church. This
Sir Ralph must have been considerably over sixty in 1335 when
he fortified Binhamy. Edward III was occupied with his wars
in France and Scotland : it was the time of Crecy and Agincourt,
and of the Black Prince. But in England the country was
peaceful and prospering, and it must have been rather with the

object of adding importance to himself and to his family than
for the purpose of defence that he raised his castle walls in Ins
manor of Stratton. The family may have had their residence
before this in some humbler manor house at Binhamy, or possiMy
at Wyk ^Week St. Mary), the manor and advowson of which the)
also possessed.

Sir Ralph's eldest son, Gandewyn, predeceased his father, and
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the next possessor of the castle and the manor was Sir John,
Gandewyn's son, then a boy of ten years, of whom nothing is

recorded except that he was Member for the county, and that in

1374, very possibly the year of his death, he released a slave.

The deed of manumission, said to be one of the latest recorded,
is preserved among the Feoffee records. Sir John dying without

issue, the estates now reverted to his uncle, Guy, Rector of

Lansallos (Sir Ralph's second son), who in 1377 parted with his

rights in them to his niece, his sister Alice's daughter Emma,
and her second husband, John Colshull of London. Emma also

possessed considerable estates of her own, which came to her

through her father, Sir R. Hiwis, in Duloe parish, and it was in

their house at Tremodert in Duloe that the Colshulls fixed their

residence.

After this, for seventy years at least following Sir John's
decease, we must suppose that the castle 1 at Binhamy was

unoccupied. Later on, however, we find Sir John Colshull, Emma's
grandson, appearing occasionally among the witnesses to Feoffee

deeds, and this may possibly point to his having resided at

Binhamy after 1430 when he came into possession of the estates,

Tremodert having been left to his mother. If so, there may have
been more coming and going in the castle for another fifty years,

up to the time of his death in 1484. After this the property passed

through heiresses to other families whose residence was fixed in

other parts of the county. We must suppose that the castle was

dismantled, and its stones drawn off one by one, until finally the

very ruins melted away, so that nothing now remains of it beyond
a dry moat and a few overgrown mounds.
One hundred and twenty years, from 1254 when the first Sir

Ralph appears as Lucy Turet's son and heir, to 1377, when the

clerkly Guy parted with it to his niece Emma Colshull for the

sum of ^1000, are all that we can certainly claim as the Blanch-

minsters occupation of the Manor of Stratton. In the times we
have been looking back upon families were seldom long lived.

The men did not live long and often died without issue and the

estates were carried by heiresses to other names. The Yorkshire

property remained long in the family, but it seems that it was in

Cornwall that their interests chiefly lay. There or in Devon

they married their wives and increased their estates ;
there they

built their castles and endowed their church ;
there they pos-

sessed their knight's fee, and there in the early days of their

tenure they chose the site for the monument of the ancestor

whose memory they desired to hand down to posterity. Assum-

ing, as we must do, that it is to the Blanchminster family that we
must go for the original of the effigy in the church at Stratton,

1 Or rather fortified manor house. It may have been occupied by a

steward with occasional visits from the owners.—B.S.
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the choice can only lie between the first Sir Ralph and his son
Sir Reginald, both of whom, as we have seen, must have died

not long before 1277. The style of the armour appears to coincide

with the traditional date of 1270.
The present writer must confess his preference for Sir Reginald,

partly on account of his death at an early age, and also because
his story is a somewhat tragic one. The purpose of the entry
in the Episcopal Register is to record the sentence of greater
excommunication pronounced against his wife for adultery with
a Sir John Allet of Scilly, the knowledge of which had come to

light after Sir Reginald's death, and in his unhappy domestic
relations we may perhaps find the motive which may have
induced him to take up the Cross. This is the view which the
late Rev. R. Hawker, only changing the names, has embodied in

his ballad of
"

Sir Ralph de Blanchminster and Bienaimee." He
supposes Sir Ralph's page to reach the stricken knight in the

Syrian land, and the message which he brings is told in the lines :

"
Master, at bold Sir Rupert's call Thy lady Bertha fled the hall."

But this identification of the knight of the effigy, be it with the
first Sir Ralph or with his son Sir Reginald, cannot in either case

be said to bring us any nearer to establishing the genuineness of

what we must still call the Crusader legend. All that we can say
is that we have found no reason why it should not be true, and
that there are facts in the family record which lend something
like probability to it. It is evident that the monument has
been removed from its original position. It may have first stood
in the south transept of the Norman Church, and have been
removed to its present position when the transept was taken
down to make way for the aisle by which it was replaced in the
fifteenth century. |



CHAPTER V

THE STORY OF THE FABRIC

There is one question which the visitor almost invariably asks
when he first enters the church, how old is it ? Indeed one

might almost as well ask, how young is it ? For an old church
which has been growing and changing ever since its first stones
were laid cannot be said to be of any one age. The church in

Stratton has never stood still, not a century has passed without

leavingdts mark upon the fabric. The people loved the church,
it was to them not only God's house, it was their own house, the
home of their worship, to which they gathered out of the lowly
cots in which they were content to dwell, the great House in

which in the beauty of holiness they could feast eye and ear and
keep alive their feeling for rich colour and the sweet sounds
which seemed to bring them near to heaven itself. They loved
its altars, its furniture and all the accessories of its w.orship, they
loved it because they and God with them had made it what it was,
and they cared for it as century after century it grew beneath
their hands.

The Norman Date and the Norman Church

How old is it ? The Norman font, the Norman stoup in the

porch, the fragments of Norman shafts found imbedded in the
chancel walls, the Norman date on the inside of the disused

doorway in the N. aisle, and further the buried foundations
of the wall of the Norman nave, uncovered in the Restoration of

1888, all point back to a foundation within the Norman age. Of
the old date MCLX (1160) Mr. Sedding tells us that in his judg-
ment it-is a record of the Norman Church. 1

The disused doorway in which the date is seen must have been
built in here in the west wall of the aisle in the fourteenth century,
at the time of the building of the aisle, and this may be the date

of the outer archway, but the stones of the interior arch bear
undoubted signs of having been re-used after being removed from
some other place in the church. Very possibly they may have
formed part of an original N. entrance to the Norman church.

1 Norman Architecture in Cornwall.

24
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There is nothing, however, to show that the figures MCLX
were intended to mark the date of the actual foundation, it

is quite possible that they are the record of some later local

variation.

It must be borne in mind that Stratton, with its harbour and
salt pans, and lying on the Roman road giving access to the north-

eastern and more settled district of Cornwall was at that time

perhaps the richest manor in the county. It formed part of the

appanage of the Earl of Mortain, the
"
great Earl

"
as he was

called, the Conqueror's half-brother, and it is hardly likely that
so much as a hundred years should have passed, after the Norman
lords had settled down in the neighbourhood, before they began
to build their church in Stratton. Doubtless they would have
found here a still older structure of Saxon times, very likely

occupying the same position on the eminence overlooking the
town where Saxons and Britons had now for generations fore-

gathered as members of the same Christian community. But the

Saxons, as has been said, had no genius as builders. Their church
would be of slight construction, possibly of cob and thatch,
whereas the Normans were used to stately churches, such as they
had left behind in their own Normandy.

1 No sooner had the
Normans settled down in their new domains than they began
to cover the land with their buildings. On all accounts then we
shall be justified in placing the date of the foundation in the early
Norman period, probably not long before or after 1100 a.d.

The Norman Church and the Buried Foundations

The foundations of the south wall of the Norman nave lie

buried beneath the soil, after having been uncovered in the
course of the 1888 Restoration. The wall (A B C in the accom-
panying plan) was seen 3 ft. wide throughout its course,
nearly following the line.of the present south arcade. Between
the two easternmost pillars of the arcade it is interrupted by the

transept opening C F, the walls of which, or rather their founda-
tions B D, F E, were seen crossing the aisle, the western cross
wall B D being thrown some five feet west of the actual opening.
Further on, beneath the last arch of the aisle, a piece of buried

walling F G came to light about eight feet long, continued up to
and losing itself in the western termination of the present south
wall of the chancel and slightly overlapping it on the south, so
that it could be seen that it does not finish until it reaches the east
wall of the south aisle. This piece of wall, though it is in the
same line as the foundations of the nave wall before described,

1 At the very time of the invasion both William and his wife were
raising their great churches which are seen in Caen to this day.
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is of an entirely different construction, being faced sides on both
with well-preserved ashlar work, and continued down to a depth
of 3 ft. 6 in. below the surface.

Further to the east, some four or five feet within the chancel

opening and lying a little to the south of the centre line of the
chancel, the workmen at the time of the Restoration came on a

single course of rough undressed stones H at a depth of 3 ft. 6 in.

below the present surface, lying loosely apart from one another,
and apparently forming part of a curve. It is difficult to resist
the conclusion that we have here the remains of the apse of the
Norman chancel. What makes the conjecture more probable is

that it brings the chancel ending just where we should expect to
find it. In the early Norman plan the church frequently finished
with a shallow apse as would be the case here, placed just beyond
the transept openings. But about the middle of the twelfth

century the long square ended chancels took the place of the
earlier shallow apse. ,

No foundations of any sort have been found below the surface
on the north side of the church, where the soil has been disturbed

by the frequent graves which extend from one end of the church
to the other ; there are, however, plain indications that the church
had its north as well as its south transept, this arrangement of a
nave with two transepts being almost invariable in the early
Norman churches in Cornwall. 1

To complete our picture of the original church we must bear
in mind that the windows would be everywhere hardly more than
narrow slits in the wall, with broad internal splays, so as to

distribute as widely as possible the slender shafts of light that
entered through them into the church. The nave covered much
the same ground as it does now, and possibly a low square tower

occupied the site of the present loftier one. The nave may have
been further curtailed by the chancel space extending westwards
into the church as far as the transept openings M, B.

The Additions to the Church in the Twelfth and
Thirteenth Centuries

The original Norman church in Stratton must in very early
times have proved too small for the growing needs of the town.

The transepts were small, and the nave which extended as far

west as it does to-day was doubtless encroached on at its eastern

end by the chancel which, as we have seen, would have been

carried some distance into the church. There are indications,

not always easy to follow, that in the twelfth or thirteenth

1 The conjectural position of this transept JK LM is shown
the plan,

°
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centuries substantial additions were made to the original build-

ing. Certainly the shallow chancel recess made way for an

enlarged chancel covering the same ground as it does at present.

Probably also the south transept and possibly that on the north
side of the church where the Lady chapel stood, were enlarged
eastwards ; possibly a whole south aisle, the precursor of a later

Perpendicular aisle, may have been at this time added to the
church. The argument on which these conclusions are based is

of a somewhat technical sort, and has been reserved for an

appendix (v. Appendix A) .

If these conjectures should be correct, a considerable amount
of work must have been done to the church in quite early times
of which no more than slight indications have come down to us,

by means of which we have been able to recover some otherwise
lost pages in the story of the church. The square ended chancel
which must have soon taken the place of the earlier shallow

ending, would now be of considerable length, especially if it

continued to occupy, as is probable, the space already taken up
by it westwards within the nave. Long chancels such as this

are often found in the churches of the times when there were
more priests than one to share the services. Besides celebrating
the daily masses at the high altar by means of which the church
and parish were kept in daily touch with the priestly intercessions
of the Church's Head, the clergy must have met daily within the
chancel to recite their offices and chant their psalms, the laity
not being expected to be present. When they attended to take
their part in the Sunday or festival mass, they stood or knelt
outside the chancel screen in the nave which was bare of seats and
where they could come and go and move freely about the church.
Not until 1 53 1 is there any mention of pews or seats and then it

seems the number was restricted to five within the
"
Amletories

"

or free spaces within the screen on either side of the choir.

The Fourteenth Century

The Blanchminster Bequest and the North Aisle

The next important step in the growth of the church fabric
was the erection of the north aisle. The date of this addition to
the church is fixed by the will of Sir Ralph Blanchminster, in the
year 1348, a few months before his decease, a copy of which is

preserved in the Cathedral Registry at Exeter. The will con-
cludes with the following bequest :

"
I bequeath to the fabric

of one aisle of the Church of St. Andrew of Stratton on the north
side ten marks. I bequeath all the timber bought byfme in
Down^rewe, competent and sufficient, to the same fabric.
I bequeath to the altar of the same aisle one pair of vestments of
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caveyn cloth." 1 Sir Ralph died the same year, and no doubt the

building of the new aisle proceeded forthwith.

The old tracery of the windows was removed and replaced by
new windows some time before the general restoration, and no
record of it has been preserved, but the old semicircular internal

arches remain. The semicircular arch was not confined to any
one period and gives no clue to the date, but the use of Norman
stonework in the arch of the westernmost window shows unmis-

takably that these internal arches are of the same age as the

aisle and that they are original features of the Decorated work
of the period.

2

The Tower and the South Aisle

Next after the North Aisle, perhaps some fifty years later,

another generation witnessed the erection of the new Tower.
The absence of granite in the walls and in the tower arch, in

conjunction with its general architectural features, enables us to

date it at somewhere about 1400. In the strength and solidity
of its workmanship it stands apart from the rest of the church.

The mortar used in the church walls is of the poorest description,
the small proportion of lime mixed in with it having long since

perished. To build the massive pile of the tower and to carry it

up to a height of seventy feet must have taxed the resources of

the local masons, and doubtless they obtained the help and
direction of more practised hands in other parts of the district.

8

A marked peculiarity of the Stratton 'tower is seen in the facing
of the buttresses to an angle instead of to a flat surface.

1 The English version is given in Mr. Goulding's Blanchminster

Charity Records.
2 The 3 western windows appear to have been built out of the

remains of the Norman windows which would then be pulled down
on the N. side of the nave, and as there were only enough voussoirs

for one window (the westernmost), new voussoirs of polyphant,
different in size but of the same square section, were cut for the 2 middle

windows. But the easternmost window (h) has a moulded scoinson

arch (rear-arch) and can hardly belong to quite the same date. (This

is the window on the sill of which now lies the slab bearing the Blanch-

minster effigy.) If it is later (as I think), it seems to show that there

was an early type of window which required altering and widening,

or if earlier, it must have been altered before 1350. The whole of this

wall has suffered so much from new tracery, etc., that it is almost

impossible to draw conclusions from it. But the fact that it contains

Norman fragments (such as the piece of cap on the outside, the

voussoirs, etc., inside) proves that it was built out of Norman work.—
B.S. ?

'

3 About this time the monks 01 Hartland were raising in their

church'at Stoke a still loftier tower, 144' ft. in height, and said to be

the highest parish tower in England save'one, and the masons may have

passedjon. /
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No very long interval can have intervened between the building
of the tower and the erection of the South Aisle. The date of the

new aisle cannot be actually fixed ; it may have been built at

any time between 1450 and 1500. (It must have been completed
in any case before the commencement of the Conte booke dating
from 15 12 onwards, as it contains no reference to any expenditure
on the aisle. Whether or not it took the place of an earlier aisle,

possibly constructed in the twelfth century, cannot now be

determined). A new architectural style known as the Perpen-
dicular had by this time been introduced and become general

throughout the country. Granite too had come to be generally

employed, now that there were tools to work it, and henceforth no
other stone is used for the pillars and arches and windows.
A loftier arcade now faces the Decorated arches on the other side

of the nave, its tall slender piers and arches reaching to the wall

plate, the Perpendicular mouldings shallower than those of the
earlier work,—for the granite is a difficult stone to cut. The same
effect of thinness shows itself in the carvings of the capitals for

which a stone of somewhat finer texture has been used. The two
styles in the two arcades not more than a century apart meet the

eye in a single glance and it is hardly possible to avoid instituting
a comparison between them. Probably, while the general effect

of the south arcade may seem to us more airy and graceful, it will

be found wanting in the dignity and repose of the earlier work
which confronts it on the other side of the church.
A special feature in the new aisle is the Priest's entrance with

its granite jambs, bonded in with the doorway adjacent to it

which gives entrance to the Rood-loft stairs. These stairs, which
are seen in the wall of the aisle, communicate with the opening in

the wall above leading out to the loft above the screen. It has
been suggested that the pqlyphant doorway leading to the tower
stairs, the outer face of which has apparently been trimmed away,
may be the original priests' entrance to the old south transept.

The Perpendicular Screen

The church has now gathered round it its two aisles and tower
in addition to its older nave and its chancel, and may be reckoned
to be complete. The attention of the parishioners is now to be
directed to the further adornment of the building by the pro-
vision of a new Screen. The sixteenth century was an era of

screen-building, and many a church in the West Country was now
receiving its lofty and finely carved Perpendicular screen. The
church had-had its screens in earlier'days ;

x the Lady chapel on
1 The Counte Booke entry in the year 1534

"
for mendyng the rode-

loft to saue the lyzt at crystes mas ij d
"

is not without its significance.
The old screen was, it seems, giving out, and a new one was needed to
take its place.
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the north side and the St. George's chapel at the end of the south

aisle, were no doubt enclosed by their screens, and the chancel
area would have been long before this marked off from the nave

by its older screen and Rood-loft carrying the Rood or Crucifix

with the Mary and the John which always accompanied it. In

the sixteenth century the screens were brought to an extra-

ordinary degree of richness and beauty such as had never been

approached before.

So the church in Stratton must have its Perpendicular screen,

and the greatest care was taken in prescribing for every detail of

the new work. The contract for the screen has been preserved in

the Stockwardens' books and is given in full in Mr. Goulding's
valuable work. We are not surprised to find that the artists

capable of designing and executing a work of such importance
were not to be found within the limits of the parish, but it was
.not necessary to go far afield for them. The contract is made with

John Dawes of Lawhitton in the county of Cornwall and John
Pares of North Lew in the neighbour county of Devon, and is

signed on behalf of the parishioners, not, it appears, by the

Churchwardens as such who might not be reckoned men of

sufficient substance to be held responsible for the large payments
involved, but by John Chamond, knight, a near neighbour and
constant intervener in the affairs of the parish, Richard Carlyghan

(the vicar of the period), and other parishioners.
The carvers were not left entirely to their own initiation as

regards the more important parts of their work. The Rood-loft

which is to extend across "the iij
churches" is to be made

"
after the pattern form and fashion in everything as the rodeloft

of Syntt Kew," while
"
the Crucyfyx with a Mary and John and

all other werkemanshepp
"

is to be
"
yn every thyng as hytt ys

aboute ye Crucyfyx yn the bake (back) of the mydyll Church of

lescard Church."
In front of the Rood-loft and at its north and south ends

"
by

the southen wall and by ye northe wall
"
they are to

" cawse to be

made ij
awters with ij Images and tabernacles for them as ys att

Seynt Kew, the on Image to be of Seyntt Armell, the other to be

of the Visitacon off owr blessed lady." The amletories (ambu-

latories) ,
were to be separated from the choir by Intercloses or

side screens similar to those in
"
the parrish church of Synt

Colombe the over
"

(the greater). Further, on the south side,

in the Amlet®ry beyond the Interclose were to be erected
"

five

segys or pewys that ys to weyte iij yn the sowthe Amletore

whereof on to be by the chauncell dore ther yn the same sowth

Amletore for a woman and the other ij pewys to be yn the same

Amletory hard by the sayd Interclose and lekewyse the ij other

seges to be yn ye North Amletore hard by the sayd selyng ther."

A "
sufficient stage

" was also to be made for the organs in the
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north amletory, and in the middle roof above the Crucifix were to

be two dormer lights after the fashion of Synt Mary Weyke.
1

The total cost of the new screen, close on ^ioo, when a working-
man's wage was from 6d. to 8d. a day, must be reckoned at not

less than £1500 to ^2000 according to the present values-of money.
It is seen from the Counte Book that the wardens of the various

Church guilds, the holy maidens of the altar of our lady holmedon,
the hye cross wardens, the wardens of Sent Armell, Sent George,
Sent Andrew, and of our lady and the other yelds (yields) all

contributed to the church funds considerable sums, some of them
in successive years ;

Sir John diamond is also credited with a

contribution of 26s. 8d., and there were further devices such as

the Church Ales (the forerunners of our parish teas) for raising

money for the church. The tendency to multiply altars in the

old churches is exemplified in the church at Stratton, a practice
which must have helped to give variety to the frequent masses.

By the contract it appears that two altars of timber, viz. the

altar of the Visitation and that of St. Armyll, were to stand in

front of the screen in the north and south aisles respectively.
In addition to these and to the high altar in the chancel, dedi-

cated to St. Andrew, the patron saint, there would also be the two

chapels in the two aisles within the screen with their altars, the

Lady chapel in the north aisle and in the south the Chapel of

St. George.
2

Provision is made for the rering (raising) the wall plate of

the Northe wall so that it may agree with the middle roof of the
church. And the contractors are to

"
devyse and make a waye

and a goyng by over or under the Arches of the pylors of the
Amletories so yt a man may go throw the sayd Rodloft from on
Amletorie to another." Immediately opposite the opening in the

1 The contract specifies that the work is to be completed within

7 years and paid for in annual payments at the rate of 46 /8 per foot
"
as the worke goyth forth, and that as John Chowyll or any other

workman will juge."
2 In the Counte Booke are reckoned payments from "

Seynt George
is store

"
in 1531, 1534, and another in 1548, and when, a few years

later, the altars were taken down, in accordance with the directions
issued by Edward VI, we find an entry recording the taking down of

the image of St. George and also of his horse. The altar especially
favoured by the parishioners, judging from the large sums collected by
the wardens, was St. Armyll's chapel in the south aisle. According to

the Rev. S. Baring-Gould St. Armyll is the same as St. Erme, the
founder of the church which bears his name not far from Truro. He
was a native of Britain and a disciple of the Welsh missionary, St.

Samson. He is said to have died about 558. He must have been one
of the small but active band of missionaries, whom the Celtic Church
in Wales sent over or gathered up in Cornwall, to be the first preachers
of the Cross to their Celtic kinsfolk in the West.
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wall of the south aisle at the head of the stairs in the wall may
still be seen traces of the corresponding opening above the granite
pier through which passage was obtained on to the central gallery
on which was seen the Crucifix or Rood together with the sub-
ordinate figures of

"
the Mary and the John." The Rood-loft was

constructed so as to form a gallery on which in cathedrals and
larger churches the organs were occasionally placed.

x The Gospel
was read from the Rood-loft on special occasions,

2 and the Choir

might be at times gathered there to accompany the service. At
the great Festivals, as appears from the Counte Booke, the Roode
was illuminated. The screens also served the purpose of enclosing
the chancel and the chapels at the ends of the aisles.

The mention of the raising of the wall-plate in the north
church which entailed also the raising of the roof, cannot be
understood as referring to the roof of the aisle in its entirety, as it

had only been standing for a few years, and it must be taken as

.relating to the section over the lady chapel which we must sup-
pose to have been left in its original state at the time when the
north aisle was built. It would be this older portion of the roof

which had remained at its original level which was now to be
raised to the level of the middle roof of the church. (It is to be
"
rered," not renewed).

3 There is a reference also in the Counte
Booke to the making of a vyce for the Rodeloft,

"
paid to John

Dromand and to Robert payne for makyng of the vyce for the
Rodeloft ix s. iiij d." 4 The vyce or special staircase mentioned
here may be taken to be the staircase in the north wall of the
church by which the opening, still to be seen in the wall above

leading on to the Rood-loft gallery, was approached.
Later, in 1542, there is an entry in the Counte Booke :

"
paid

to John Mock for drawyng downe of our lady chapylle ij
s." The

1 See the account of Hartland Church in Farthest from the Railways,
by the Rev. R. Pearse Chope.

2 In Bishop Grandisson's great church at Ottery St. Mary there
was a lectern in the Rood-loft from which the Gospel was read. The
old name for the Rood-loft gallery was "

pulpitum," from which our
word "

pulpit
"

is derived.
3 The existing roof at the east end of the aisle, with its deeply cut

bosses, must, if these conjectures be accepted, be the old roof of the

chapel which was now raised to the same level as the rest. The enrich-
ment of the chapel roof is carried as far west as the centre of the

adjoining window (h, g), the purpose no doubt being to give signifi-
cance to the Visitation altar which stood outside the screen.

4 There are further entries
"
to wylliam Gyste for tymber for the

vyce door x d.,"
"

for lathys iij d.," and "
for nalys for the same ij

d."

The staircase no longer remains. It probably disappeared when the
small vestry, which preceded the more commodious vestry erected

since, was added in modern times. It remains a problem how and
where the clergy in the old times vested themselves.
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chapel still remains, and it is evident that it could not have been
removed in its entirety. The most likely explanation is that the

original chapel had received in early times some further extension
eastward which had fallen into disrepair and that it was this

section which was now taken down rather than incur the cost of

rebuilding it. It would seem that the chapel was now closed in

by the existing east wall of the aisle so as to make it correspond
in size with the chapel in the south aisle. 1

The placing of the screen in the position proposed for it was
attended by serious difficulties, owing to its superior height and
to the arches of the north aisle being too low to give it headway.
The difficulty was met by the unhappy expedient of raising higher
the three easternmost arches of the arcade. Not only was the

symmetry of the arcade sacrificed thereby, but the work was
carried out in such a clumsy fashion as to constitute a permanent
disfigurement of the church. Little regard was had in the
times we are looking back on for the work of previous ages. The

people of the day worked in the prevailing style and each new
style as it arose was apt to be superimposed on the earlier work
with little consideration of its incongruity.
Some attempt must be made here to portray the state of the

arcade and its appearance after the screen-builders had finished

with it, and which it still preserved up to the time of the Restora-
tion. At the western end the three low arches of the arcade

(Jk, kl, IN) had been preserved untouched ; following them at
the eastern end of the arcade came the three raised arches

(ef, fg, gj) the screen-builders' arches as they must now be
called, of polyphant and granite intermixed. The centre arch
of the three had been widened to make room for the passage of
the screen, and the adjacent bay farthest to the east corre-

spondingly cramped and narrowed.
The expedients resorted to for giving the necessary increased

height to the pillars were if anything even more remarkable.
To form the easternmost pillar (f) two of the polyphant pillars
were joined together, the base of the borrowed one (g, replaced
in 1888) being inverted to do duty as the new capital. The
place of the transposed pillar was supplied by a new granite
pier, the bringing of which from Efford alter its journey by
sea from Boscastle or Tintagel being referred to in the Counte
Booke. 2

Roughly moulded pieces of granite were introduced into
the structure (coloured blue, probably at a recent date, to look
like polyphant) to form or help out the responds at either end
of the new work. In the case of the respond (e) also the original

1 The fact that this wall follows the present axiation of the church
seems to show that it was not built on the old foundations.

- Itm pd. for bred & drynke for them yt caryed home the morestone
from efford yt made ye new pyler iii d.
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base was taken up to serve for the new capital.
1 Both bases,

it may be observed, had been roughly recarved with the same

mouldings, and it may be that the two capitals facing one another
across the arch were designed to mark the entrance to the Lady
chapel within. 2

;

The screen has disappeared (part of it served for the old

Reading-desk previous to the Restoration), but the disfigurement
remained. The result of tampering with the old work of the
church did not end here. The wagon roofs so frequent in the

West Country churches exert a considerable thrust on the

supporting walls. The walling above the low arches of the old

arcade added appreciably to the stability of the structure and the

removal of this walling at the eastern end of the arcade when the

arches were raised weakened its power of resistance to the thrust

of the nave. Moreover, not only had graves been driven up to the

bases of the pillars but the lowering more than once of the floor

in order to give the appearance of greater height to the church
had gone so far as to expose the foundations of the church walls

and of the pillars. The pillar bases were- left resting apparently
on masonry supports, but these substructures (since solidly

re-built), when examined at the time of the Restoration, were
found to consist of cores of what is locally known as

"
country,"

and it was seen that the masonry supports were no more than

casings of brick. No wonder then that the arcade was leaning
over to the north more than a foot. 3 This record will at least

serve to preserve the tradition of the work of the screen-builders,

by no means a pleasing chapter in the story of the church.

Before parting with the subject of the screen it will be inter-

esting to recur once more to the contract to draw attention to

the continuous provision for following the best examples of

Church art to be found in other neighbouring parishes in this

part of the county. Indeed it would seem as if the whole of

North-east Cornwall were ransacked so that good examples might
be copied. We have here an example of the way in which the

culture of the times was localised, when church artists and
artificers were local celebrities, and the knowledge of the best

art of the times spread from centre to centre. It is surprising
how rapidly new ideas circulated, and how artistic features such

as a new window or a new moulding were passed on from parish
to parish and even from county to county. It was this process of

1 Part of the face of the original capital of the respond at the

chancel end may still be seen at its lower level on the inner side facing
the chapel.

2 Or if, as may be, the carving is original, it may be part of the

decoration of a tomb at the foot.—B.S.
3 It was judged necessary to rebuild it at the Restoration in 1888,

throughout its entire length.
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imitation which accounts for the rise and the spread of the archi-

tectural styles and for the remarkable correspondence of Church
architecture throughout the country in each successive period,

The New Chancel

The rebuilding of the Norman chancel, which followed close on
the erection of the new screen, was the last work effected on the
old fabric of the church before the Reformation laid its chilling
hand upon the church and people and closed the era of church
extension. The rebuilding of the chancel, as we learn from the
Counte Booke, was taken in hand in 1544 with the help of a
contribution from the King, Henry VIII, the amount of which is

stated to have been £5 6s. 8d. After the dissolution of the
ilk masteries the advowson of the church in Stratton had passed
from the Launceston Priory to the Prince of Wales as Duke of

Cornwall, and Prince Edward being a minor, the lay-rectorship
which involved with it the legal obligation for the repair of the
chancel lay with his father, Henry VIII, the holder of the rectorial

tithes. The new chancel must have covered the same ground as

the earlier one which preceded it, since its eastern wall, out of

square with the side walls, seems to have been governed by the
old axial lines, showing that it was built on the old foundations.
The principal change was in the fine Perpendicular window
tracery and the other granite dressings now worked with Perpen-
dicular mouldings. In the south wall was inserted a piscina
formed out of the fragments of some earlier Decorated tracery.
In the north wall is a recess (q) for the Easter sepulchre.
Thus again and again, as we have seen, the old church has

passed through the crucible of change. Periods of activity
followed one another quickly with comparatively short intervals
of rest between them. The people in the old days were always
busy on their church up to the very brink of the Reformation,
when the spirit seemed to die out of their hearts and to give way
to d ulness and lethargy.



CHAPTER VI

THE COUNTE BOOKE AND THE CHURCH SERVICES

The Chancel

Within the chancel the rich altar furniture, the costly vessels,
and the vestments of the officiating clergy, presented a bright
and constantly changing picture, by means of which the most
uninstructed worshipper might follow more or less intelligently
the intricacies of the service, lifting up his mind to enter into its

spiritual meanings. The entries in the Counte Booke record the

purchase and repairs of the church vessels and ornaments of the
altar. The list is a long one. We read of the pyx with its canopy
which hung above the altar, the tall lamp standing on its

"
tymber

payse,"
1 which burned continuously night and day before the

Reserved Sacrament within the chancel, the awter clothys for

the draping of the altar, the serges or candles standing on either
side of the altar, the grette chandeleres, the best cross,

2 the

sylken banners, the sacryn belys, the senses, the scheppe or
boat to hold the incense, the crewyttes, the

"
howesselen

" and
"
syngyng bred," the chalices,

"
iij quarters of cress cloth to

couer the chalys," the corporases, a basyn of latyn (bell metal),
the " banar stafe," the

"
hally water bockyttes," the Lantrane

for the cherche. 3 The Church Inventories and the sales in the
Reformation period supply further information as to the

"
church

goods," the chalys which sold for xxxvij s., the
"
corporas cassis

"

in which the altar linen was kept, one of which, no doubt richly
carved, sold for vij s. xj d., the cherubyms which made xx d.,

and the
" woden angells iiij d.,* a clothe for the pycx, crose

banners and a streamer of sylk, a skoncs (sconce), a pere of

sensers," a crosse and a staff of copper gelte, a pexse of copper,
a sence of copper, a scheppe,

"
thre ffrontes off selk with a pere off

1 The payse was a wooden platform raised above the floor.
2 The processional cross probably fitted with a foot to stand on the

altar.
3 To carry before the Blessed Sacrament.
4 It must be borne in mind throughout that the figures in the Counte

Booke must be multiplied by twelve at least, some authorities would

say as much as eighteen or even twenty to bring them up to present
money values.

36
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cortynes," a Rede ffront, a new rowd clothe,
"
the ij pyckters of

the north syde and south syde." .

The pyx was the box or case, frequently of silver or ivory
—in

village churches it might be of copper—in which- the Sacrament
was reserved. Covering the pyx was the canopy or veil of some

precious material. The pyx with its canopy was suspended over

the high altar, so that it could be let down or raised out of reach

at pleasure. That this was so at Stratton appears- from am entry
in 1 5 14 "for wyre to hang the canaby jd." In the great church

at Durham it is told that the white cloth that was hung over the

pyx was "
of very fine lawn all embroydered and wrought about

with gold and red silk and the pyx wherein the Blessed Sacrament

hung was of most pure gold curiously wrought of goldsmiths'
metal work "

;
also

"
the crook that hung within the cloth that

the pyx did hang on was of gold, four great and round knobs,
marvellous and cunningly wrought, with great tassels of gold and
red silk hanging at them." 1 In Stratton the pyx was no doubt of

commoner sort, probably of copper. In 1531 a pycyse cost iiij d.,

in 1554 ij s. viii d.

The reservation of the consecrated elements was carefully

prescribed in the episcopal regulations. In 1280 Archbishop
Peckham ordered that

"
the most excellent Sacrament of the

Eucharist must be kept in a beautiful pyx adorned within with

the whitest of linen
"

(the reference is to the small napkin, also

called corporas, on which the wafers were placed). Peter Cjuivil,

Bishop of Exeter, ordered in 1287 that " the Lord's Body was to

be placed under lock and key in a clean and decent pyx of silver

or ivory or other decent material," and in the same year the Synod
of Exeter had ruled that

" For the sake of the sick the parish

priest must always have consecrated particles which it is strictly

forbidden to keep more than seven days. Those that remain are

to be consumed on the Sunday, before the ablution of the chalice,

by the celebrant or another priest, worthily and devoutly, when
others are to be consecrated in greater or smaller number accord-

ing to the extent of the parish."
2 An entry in the Counte Booke

in 1542,
"
paid for bockeram to make the canabe for the sacra-

ment iiij d.," shows that it was stiffened by a lining.

The " awter clothys
"
were of cress clothe or fine linen. In

1526 there is a payment for vj yerdes of cress clothe for awter

clothys, and again in 1531 ij
s. vj d. for

"
ij
awter clothys for the

heyauter," and "
for beryng of the auter clothys to my lord of

bodmyn j
d." (The small charge suggests that a carrier on horse-

1
History of the Holy Eucharist in Great Britain, by Father Bridgett.

2 It will be observed that there is no reference to reservation for the

purpose of devotion, though devotion to the reserved sacrament

naturally followed on the reservation in the church. The purpose of

Reservation is for the Communion of the Sick.
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back passed through Stratton on his way to the chief town of the
eastern part of the county). In this instance for some reason
recourse was had for the necessary blessing to Bodmin instead of

Exeter. * The altar was covered first with a coloured pall, over
which four linen cloths were laid, the last or outermost one being
the corporas, which was long enough to hang down over the
altar ends, so that one end might be turned back over the chalice

and patem. The chalice also had its veil, cf. 1526
"

for iij

quarters of crescloth to couer the chalys iij d." The corporals,
in which term the napkins would also be included, were constantly
coming to be mended or replaced ; the entry in 1529

"
for a yard

off holand to. make ij cotidiall cops xij d." refers probably to

napkins made of stronger material for cotidiall, that is, daily
use. The corporals had their

"
cace

"
in which they were kept

together with the rest of the awter clothys : in the Inventory
of the church good

" v corporis cassis
"
are included, and in 1572

a corporas case was sold and fetched as much as vii s. xj d., show-

ing that it must have been richly ornamented.
The chancel was well provided with lights from end to end

which were lighted during the services, the great lamp on its

raised
"
payse "—a new lamp is bought in 1544 costing xijs.

—
the two serges on either side the altar, consuming a vast amount
of wax, 1545

"
for making of the serges yn the chauncell iiij s.,"

and the chandeleres ; at festival times candles, and at Easter the
Paschall taper,

2 added to the illumination (in 1558 we read of
"
candelles for crecemas daye yn the morning ij d."). The lamp

1 Thomas Vivian, the last Prior of St. Petrock's at Bodmin, was
bishop of the see of Megara in partibus infidelium. His monument
stands on the north side of the parish church. The priory at Bodmin
had been partly endowed by Athelstan who passed through Cornwall
in the year 926. At the same time he gave the monks a bell inscribed :

" Athelstan pro anima sua." This bell, very nearly a thousand years
old, is now in Lanhydrock Church, of which the present writer was
formerly vicar. It is still rung, though not in the peal.

2 The Pascall taper was sometimes of vast size, in Durham it

towered to the roof. Wax was scarce and in great demand, and the

cottagers made much money in good years from the hives in their

gardens. Year by year in the Counte Booke entries for wax follow one
another ; in 1556 the makyng of the Pascall taper comes to no more
than

j d., in the following year it is ij s. viij d. for ij ii and 3 (£) of wex
to mak the pascall taper, the price being then as high as is. the lb. ;

doubtless it would vary from year to year with the amount of sun-
shine ; 1556 must have been specially favoured and wax fell in price.
In 1558 again supplies fell short in Stratton, cf.

"
payd the veker

powghzyll for ij
ii & a quarter of wexe to mak the pascall taper xj d.

the li ij s. oli. The next year the consumption rises to
"

iiij li of wexe

xij d. the li and ij
ii a halfe to barne befor the rode." Oil- too was

expensive, 1554
"

for a Jerre of oyll for the lamp ix d."
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was always alight day and night to mark the presence of the

reserved Sacrament ; ij s. yerly being paid to one of the atten-

dants, perhaps the beddman,
"
to sett up and mend (mind) the

lamp." From the niche over the altar looked down St. Andrew,
the patron Saint of the Church ; in 1558 the image was repainted,
the paynter receiving iij s. iiij d. for his work. Somewhere on
the altar or above it stood the best cross, which was sold in 15 19
for iiij d., probably to make way for a more costly one. On festivals

the Rood above the loft had its special illumination,
"
for a li of

wexe to help make the tapers before the Rowde vj d." Then too

the screen doors were opened, and the clergy in their processional

copes with choir and accolytes, and with the congregation maybe
joining in, processed round the church—on Rogation days
they struck off into the fields—with the

"
crose banners and the

streamer off selk
"
of which the Inventory tells ;

in 1554 we read
of the purchase of a

"
banar staffe

" and in 1558 of
"
candyles to

putt upon the banner staffe." The mention in the Inventory of
"
a crosse and a staffe of copper gellte

" and of
"
crosse banners

"

shows that the cross was carried in the procession.
The rich vestments of the clergy were in keeping with the

notions of the times, when the attire of the nobles and even of the

wealthier merchants was as rich and precious in its way as that of

their dames. The free spelling of the Counte Booke, no doubt

reflecting, as nearly as possible within the scribe's limitations,
the common pronunciation, makes their identification in some
instances difficult. Thus in addition to the cope the Counte Booke
tells us of the chessabyll, the hoyb or obys, the rochettes, the

stoles, the serpelles. The cope comes for repair in 1529, ij s.

being paid for the
"
mendyng off it," and "

for canvass to amend
the cope iiij d.," in 1534 mr. Vicar is paid

"
for ij silver buttons

for the cope xij d.," and in 1547 there is a payment of
j
d. for

"
sylkyn poyntes for the best cope." A series of entries in 1547

witness to the high value put by the parishioners on the rich

vestments of their ministers. The first entry records the sale of
'

plate of silver
"
valued at vj ti

ij
s. iiij d., and shortly after

in the same account follows the payment for
"
Crymsyn velfot

xxxiij s. iiij d.," with vj ii to the vestment maker, the account

probably including some further expenditure on costly materials.

The total cost of tins valuable vestment, which amounted to no
less than £j 4s. 4d. in money of the time, was, it seems, met in

part by the sale of the
"
plate of silver," which was parted with

to enable the churchwardens to meet the heavy liability on the

cope.
1 In the account for 1527 we come on a further series of

1 We may take occasion once more to remind our readers that the
Counte Booke prices must be multiplied by twelve at least, to bring
them up to present money values. It appears that the cope would have
cost in present money upwards of £80.
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entries for the purchase of
"

di (£) yerd of satyn of burges (i.e. of

Burgos in Spain) for the vestements xij d." and "
for v quarters

of Grenetuke, and for rebens of sylk for to mend the vestements

xvij d." and for
"
bradry gold (gold thread for embroidery) vj d."

Occasionally too some rich clothes were presented or left to the

church to be made up into vestments. x In 1539
" master arundell

"

gave his clothes to the church, from which an albe was fashioned

which was then sent to Exeter to be blessed.

The church inventories too reveal the wealth of vestments

stored up in the cofers standing in the church,
"
a swtt (suit) of

black worsted with ij coppes
"

(evidently for use at funerals),

viij pere of serpelles and iij Rochatt, a cope of velvett, a chessabell

of blue silk, a per of vestementes of lwkes (Lucca) gold, a per of

vestements of whyt damask, a per of yollo sylk
"
together with

"
viij pere of serpylles & iiij Rochett." In 1512 one of the

earliest entries in the Counte Book is
"
for a yerd of bockeram to

make iij new stolys vij d," the makyng
' mete & drynk &

hire
" comes to iiij d. and the thred j

d. The " v obys
"

in the

entry in 151 5 and the
"
hoyb

"
in 1532—"

paid for vij yerdes and
a quarter of stuff to make a hoyb to G. Williams' vestments

iij s.
j
d."—were probably albs.

Other vestments frequently mentioned, the spelling of which
seems to have greatly puzzled the churchwardens, were the

rochets (rocghyddes, rochat, rochett, racehytes, rochete, rocges).

They had no relation to the Bishop's rochet (originally the coarse

cloak or gaberdine worn by shepherds). The Counte Booke
rochet was a linen vestment trimmed at the bottom with lace,

usually worn under the surplice by the choirmen and the servers ;

the beddeman has his rochette and the children, who probably

helped as accolytes, 1531
"
paid for ij yerdes of cress clothe to

make racehytes for the chylder xxd." The viij pere of seerplices

mentioned in the inventory shows that there were several lay
assistants in the chancel, mostly probably choirmen. From the

entry in 1565
"
paid to the v boyes against crystemas to help

the quyer xxd" we see that boys were at that time introduced

into the choir at the high festivals.

The incense cast its veil about the altar at the more solemn

moments of the service and reached the congregation in the

nave. Two of the children who had been drilled to their duties

would be going in and out of the chancel bearing the' senses

(censers) which they had been instructed to wave at the saying of

the Gospel and at the supreme moments of the mass when the

sacring bell was sounded by one of the boy servers to call atten-

tion, and everyone present in the church would bend the knee for

a space. The sens often came for repair
—perhaps the boys

1 It is told that Matilda, the wife of the Conqueror, gave her dress

for this purpose.
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handled it roughly
—in 1512

"
for scouring of the sense

j
d." and

"
for mending of

ij sacring belys ob,"i532
"

for a new sense ij s.,"

1542
"

for a chayne for the sens ij d." The "
scheppe," so called

in the inventory, would be the boat-like vessel for holding the

frankincense, from which it was thrown on to the lighted censers ;

in 1512 the entry
"
paid for a shype to hold frankasens iiij s.

viij d." precedes the purchase of the sens ; the price paid showing
that it was a handsome ornament, probably of silver.

During the Lenten season the
"
lent clothe

"
hung across the

chancel opening so as to shut out the view from the nave. (It was
lifted for the reading of the Gospel.) The lent cloth was placed
in position on Cjuinquagesima Sunday; on the Wednesday in

Holy Week," at the words of the Passion,
"
the veil of the temple

was rent in twain," it fell to the ground. In 15 16 comes the entry
'

paid for the lent cloth ij d.," 1530
"

for making of ryngges for

the lent cloth ij d.," and "
for cordes to the same lent cloth ij d."

In 1551 the lent cloth is sold for vs. viij d. together with the

great sepulcre clothe, necessitating the purchase of another in

1558
"
for viij yerdes and d of holand to make the lent clothe at

x d. the yerde vij s.
j d.," and "

for Rynges and lasyng for the
same iiij d." During Lent the side altars would also be draped
in their lent clothes, in 1572 the paynter receives *'

for payntyng
of the lent clothys for ymages xij d." The Rood too would at
the same time be covered by the Rowde cloth.

On the coming of Holy Week year by year the
"
sepulker

" was
' made "

with hangings and curtains and flowers. The entry in

1558
"

for poyntes yn makyn up the sepulker j
d." probably

refers to the curtain attachments ; the entry in 1530
"
for maken

of a frame to set tapers yn afore the sepulker xij d." shows that
it was lighted. The sepulchre was made to resemble a tomb,
and on Thursday in Holy Week the cross from the high altar

together with the consecrated wafer were laid in the sepulchre
to symbolise the Burial. The members of the congregation would,
like the holy women, be permitted to visit it in the chancel and do
reverence to the symbol of the Sacred Body asleep within the
tomb. We can picture the children gazing in upon it with awe,
almost as if they thought to see the real body there. By the

sepulchre a guardian would be watching, in the monastic churches
the monks kept guard like the soldiers through the night. Then
on Easter Eve or on Easter Day

"
very early in the morning

"

the cross and the wafer were brought back to their places on the
high altar. Such were the pictures by which in the old times the

people were taught the realities of the Creed. The framework of
the sepulchre was often no more than a temporary construction
of wood, but in other cases, as in Stratton, where the old sepul-
chre recess was reproduced in the 1544 reconstruction, the
construction was permanent ; in some instances it was carried up
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in the side wall to constitute a highly decorative feature. In

Stratton the sepulchre recess is nothing more than a plain
chamfered arch.

At the Reformation the sepulchres, or so much of them as

could be, were destroyed in great numbers ;
where, they were

made of a movable framework, it was broken up or sold. In the

first years of Elizabeth the churchwardens of Croxton in Lincoln-

shire reported that the sepulchre had been removed from the

church and that there had been made of it a shelf to set dishes on ;

in another Lincolnshire church it is said to haye been made into

a hen-house. At Stratton
"
the great sepulcre clothe

" was sold

for iiij s. in the 1551 sales of church furniture ;
we are left in

ignorance as to its ultimate fate.

The church lantern, 1556 "for a Lantrane for the cherche

xiiij d." brings before us the vicar on his way to the sick and the

dying, carrying the Sacrament from the altar in the pyx covered

by the canopy and preceded by a sacristan with a lighted lantern,

to draw the attention of the passersby, so that he should not fail

to do reverence to the Presence within the pyx.
Of the service books the

" mas bok "
or Missal is mentioned

once, 1531
"
paid for keueryn (covering), of a mas bok v d." (The

clergy would have their own missals which they were expected to

bring with them to the visitations for verification.) There are,

however, frequent entries relating to the Manuals, 3 Processionals,

and •Graduals, 1534
"
paid for a neue manuell bock ij'-s.,

for a

neue procecinall bock xx d.," 1547
"
to master vicar for ij Grayle

bucks xvj s. viij d., for carying them from peryn to bodman &
from bodman x d." An entry in 1531 speaks of the mending of

le Gentt which would be the Legend Book, the frequent reading
from which led to the serious abridgement of the Scripture
Lessons. Finally the entry in 1558 of a payment for

"
a loke to

the vonte vj d." takes us to the further end of the church where
the Norman font stood close inside the western entrance. It had
been ordered that all fonts should be provided with covers which

1 The Manual contained all those occasional offices which could be

administered by a priest ;
such was Baptism, Matrimony, Churching

of Women, Visitation of the Sick, Burial, etc. In these offices our

Prayer Book has closely followed the Sarum Manual. The Gradual
contained the Graduals and some other parts of the Eucharistic Service.

The Processional included the Litanies used on festivals and on

Rogation Days. Henry VIII in his letter to Cranmer accompanying the

issue of the first English Litany says,
"
heretofore the people, partly for

that they understood no part of such prayers as were used to be said

and sung, have used to come very slackly to the processions." The old

processionals contained a number of invocations of the Saints, the

number invoked depending apparently on the length of the way which
the procession took.
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should be kept locked, the object being to prevent the super-
stitious use of the water as a remedy for certain bodily ailments. 1

The "
ij

fawnt clothys
"
included in the Inventory must have

been the Chrisomes used in baptisms.
2 The Prayer Book of 1549

orders that the woman should offer the crisome when she comes
to be churched ; but if the child happens to die before her church-

ing, she was excused from offering it, and it was customary to

use it as a. shroud and to wrap the child in it when it was buried.

By an early constitution, which however may have been no longer
in force, chrisoms, after having served the purpose of baptism,
were to be made use of only for the making or mending of

surplices, etc., or for the wrapping of chalices. These fawnt clothys
were probably kept to be used when the mother of the child was
unable to provide a decent chrisome robe. 3

1 In the 1st Prayer Book of Edward VI the water was only to be

blessed once in the month.
2 After the baptism it is ordered that

"
the Godfathers and God-

mothers shall take and lay their hands upon the child, and the minister

shall put upon him his white vesture commonly called the chrisome ;

and say,
' Take this white vesture for a token of the innocency which

by God's grace in this holy sacrament of Baptism is given unto thee,

and for a sign whereby thou art admonished, so long as thou livest, to

give thyself to innocency of living, that, after this transitory life is

ended, thou mayest be partaker of the life everlasting.'
" In the 2nd

Prayer Book of Edward VI the ceremony of the chrisome was dis-

continued.
3 See Appendix B for various points of interest in connection with

the church services.



CHAPTER VII

THE COUNTE BOOKE AND CHURCH FUNDS

' The Counte boke of the hye Crosse Wardens of Stratton ao
dfii MOCCCCCXI J

' '

covers a period of sixty-six years from 1 5 1 2 to
I 577 '•

the companion volume entitled
"
Liber Compet' Gen'al

Recepto Sci Andrie de Stratton," which may be rendered
" The

General Receipt Book of St. Andrew of Stratton," the shorter

period from 1532 to 1547. These sixteenth-century account books,
once precious heirlooms in the charge of the churchwardens, came
towards the end of the last century into the possession of William
Maskell, Esq., of the Castle, Bude, who afterwards parted with
them to the British Museum, where they now lie. Extracts from
the accounts are given in Mr. Goulding's

"
Blanchminster Charity

Records," a more complete notice of them is contained in a
contribution by Edward Peacock, Esq., f.s.a., to the Society of

Antiquaries and published in Archceologici. Mr. Peacock's paper
has been printed for private circulation, and a copy which came
into the hands of the writer has been presented by him to the
church at Stratton, and placed in the hands of the Vicar for
future reference. These ancient records furnish a contemporary
view of the church life of the parish, in the years preceding and
following on the Reformation period, of great interest and value,
and they throw light both on the customs of the times and on the

changes going forward simultaneously within the church building.
Further information may also be gleaned from the records of the
Blanchminster Charity, of which a detailed account is given in
Mr. Golding's interesting work.

Nothing could be more contrary to the facts than the idea that
the churches were built and maintained by the gentry ;

in the
times we are looking back on the gentry scarce existed. The lord
of the manor had his castle at Binhamy after 1335, but it was
occupied for no more than a few years, the family becoming
extinct soon after the death of Sir Ralph in 1348. The estate
then seems to have been let out in parcels, except for the short

period of Sir John Colshull's residence. The Trerys Arundells
were at Efford, using it as a seaside residence, with their own
chapel and domestic chaplain. The only other near neighbour
was Sir John Chamond of Launcells House, built by him on the
old patrimony of the Abbey of Hartland. Sir John interested
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himself in Stratton and was a responsible party in the contract

for the screen in 1531, but there is no evidence that the church

was indebted either to the Chamonds or the Arundells in any
special way. No doubt in very early times the landowners had

everywhere consecrated the tithe of the produce of their land with
.

a portion of glebe for ever for the sustenance of the parish priest,

but the only record of any considerable donation to the church

is the bequest of Sir Ralph de Blanchminster in 1348 for the

building of the north aisle of the church. The fact is that the

gentry only came into being with the production and distribu-

tion of wealth in later times. What the Counte Booke shows

very plainly is that the church was maintained throughout by
the voluntary contributions of the people themselves and in no

other way. Occasionally the stockwardens added something out

of the church funds in their possession to meet some special

expense.
The sources of the church were in fact many and various. The

old endowments, the Charity and the Sanctuary lands attached

to the church time out of mind, had fallen long since together
with the advowson of the living into the hands of the Priory at

Launceston, two or three acres being all that was left for the

parson's glebe, with possibly a small residue also for the church.

Two small properties, Treburtell in the parish of St. Stephen by
Launceston and Exinithera or Netherexe in the parish of

St. Mary Week had also been added to the church endowments
more recently in the preceding century. A sum of 40s. yearly was

payable to the vicar, being a charge on the rent of a farm in the

parish of Egloskerry on condition of his preaching two sermons

yearly on two separate Sundays in the church of Egloskerry.
1

The churchwardens also received the rents of the church house
and the cryche house, and handed them over to the stockwardens
of the parish

"
for the relief of the poor, reparations of the church,

and other necessary purposes."
2 Both the church house and the

1 This forty shillings is still paid to the vicar who has, however,
been excused from the duty of preaching the sermons.

2 The cryche house was no doubt originally designed for the reception
of castaway children. Later on the stockwardens and the church-

wardens had a suit as to the possession of the church house, which was

finally terminated in favour of the churchwardens. A witness, John
Mares, of the age of about fourscore years, said that his memory went
back to the time before the church house was built and that the land

on which it was built was one Trengear's and a common filthy place.
Other records seem to show that the land was bought from Trengear
for £43 and handed over to feoffees in 1556 It is probable that the name
of the church house was applied to two or three contiguous houses over-

looking the open space in front of the churchyard gates, and that these

houses still remain. They were originally called by the name of Temple
Stairs. We may imagine them filled with many a merry crew on high
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cryche house were available for traders to set up their stalls and
to display their goods. In 1531 John Marres has his standynge
in the church house at the Spring Fair, and again later at the
"
Tandrew's (i.e. St. Andrew's) fair" in the same year; the

church house is let on one occasion to a bearward, sometimes to

the Egyptyons (gipsies), and once "
to the scolemaster

"
for iiij d.

The Cryche house was used also by hucksters and others for their

standynges or other business, cf.,
"

rec. off the baylee off the
towne for occupying off the cryche howse for ij feorys (fairs),"
"

rec. off Master Thorne for occupyng off the ornaments of the

cryche xij d.,"
"

rec. off Garrett for occupyng of the kechyng
yn the crych howse with teseles." 1

The church ales, the precursors of the parish teas of a later date,

brought in large sums yearly to the church funds ; in 1534
"

rec.

made of our ale xlvs.," in 1538
"
Receyved for small drynke

the last brewyng xviij d., for draft xiij d." The principal day for

the drynkynges was Rogation Sunday, but there were other

occasions. The arrangements were carried out under the personal
supervision of the churchwardens, but the good cheer was

provided by the parishioners. The account for 15 14 shows the

following payments :

"
Recevyd for the browne mele ij d. . . .

Jamys (probably the other churchwarden) was yn wood the last

brewin vd., and I was the rest of the wood x d., for woode to

Roste all the tyme xij d., for bakyn of bred and pyrs iiij d., for

vij pottyles of syder ix d., for hoppes the last brewyng iiij d.,

for foure pesys of bacun, trenete Sunday. My wife is to pay for

a peck of mele by hepe and ij boxsys of floure viij d." Drinking
at other times in the church house was forbidden and punishable
by fines, e.g.

"
rec. of Stephyn drynkyng of a canne of ale yn the

church house
j
d." There are also memoranda of contributions

made to the church by Robyn Hood and his men. In the year
1538 these people gave the large sum of ^3 os. iod.

Fees were also chargeable for the placing of names on the bede
roll for prayers for the dead,

"
1526 rec. of my Lady Arundell to

set M. Rychard arundell and Edward Arundell a pone the bede
roll vj s. viij d.," and again for the ringing of the knell for the

departed ; there were frequent payments also for the privilege
of burial within the church, 15 12

"
rec. of Walter Gyste for his

wyfys pytt iij s. iiij d." (Mr. Peacock remarks that the church
must have been almost paved with corpses). A fee was charged

days and holidays, passing in and out for the ale drinking, the windows
and the churchyard hard by crowded with spectators to witness the bull-

baiting and other sports in the open space outside. All these would have

previously attended the early mass in the church.
1 The ornaments were probably used at funerals and were kept in

the cryche house. The teazles were spread there so as to dry slowly out
of the glare of the sun.
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for the letting out of the black sute at funerals,
"
1512 rec. of

Thomas Marys for the bracke sute xvj d." [The black suit was

apparently a ceremonial dress worn in the funeral cortege by the
chief mourner

;
in the inventory it is described as

"
a sute of

blake worysted with to (two) coppes (probably capes) ; 1533
"

rec. of John Cholwyll for the occupyng of the black sute for

requiem
"

; 1534
"

rec. of John Wulfe for the blacke sute xx d.,"
and—probably referring to the same funeral—"

rec. for a kertyll
that Esbyll (Isabel) lyll gave to the church vi s. viij d. (Esbyll Lyll
is perhaps the deceased who had left this bequest to the church).
The deceased was presumably a person of importance as the
doctor also joins the procession wearing the black suit,

"
rec. of

Mr. doctor norman for the black sute iiij d. ; and next comes
the payment for the knell,

"
rec. of John William at hele for a

knyll iiij d."

Very substantial help came also from the fraternity of the hye
Crosse and the various guilds attached to the side altars, and from
the yelds or yields at the altars gathered on the principal church

holy days. All of these—the hye crosse, the
"
holy maydens

"

and the men's guild of "our lady of holmedon" 1
!!! the lady

chapel, the guilds of Seynt George and of Seynt Armell, had their

separate wardens whose term of office lasted for some two or

three years, at the expiration of which they handed in their

monies to the churchwardens. These payments are set down in

the General Receipt Book which embraces a period of eighteen
years from 1532 to 1549, and there is no means of knowing how
long the custom had continued ; but it must have come to an
end with the taking down of the altars in 1 547-1 551. In the
course of these eighteen years the confraternity of the hye Crosse

gathered for the church as much as /n 6s. 7M., but they were
outdone by the guild of Seynt Armell which heads the list with

^17 2S., representing no less than ^200 in present money value.

Seynt George's guild and our lady's two guilds follow with

slightly less amounts. During this period the new screen was in

course of erection, and probably special efforts were being made
to collect for it. The yelds were the collections made at the
church altars on the holy days ;

these also had their wardens, our

lady yeld being the devotions on Ladyday, the alhalwene yeld
on All-halloween. St. Andrew had two days, his translation on

May 9 and again on November 30 (old style).
2 Other yleds were

the cryst yeld on Christmas Day, the trinete stor, and St. Thomas

1 " Our lady of holmadon " meant probably
"
our lady of the holy

maidenhood "
in allusion to the supposed perpetual virginity of the

Blessed Virgin Mary.
2 These are represented by the two Fairs held still in the parish,

on May 20 and November 30, the latter being still known locally by the
name of Tandrew's Fair.
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Day yeld. The total contributions of the guilds and yelds
together amounted in eighteen years to ^50 (^600 at least in

present value).

Owing to the wardens being changed every two or three years,
close upon sixty names are shown in the accounts. Each member
of the guilds, so long as he remained a member, would be expected
to pay his devotions at his guild altar. In this way a large
number, probably largely among the younger members of the

congregation, were brought into active sympathy and co-opera-
tion with the church undertakings. Truly it may be said that the
old Church was, wise in its day.
Frequent mention is made also in the Counte Booke of indi-

vidual gifts. Sir John Chamond during the building of the screen
contributes xxvj s. viij d., and Thomas Arundell Esquier in

1545
"

for ye chauncell
"

also xxvj s. viij d., the only occasions
on which a large donation is acknowledged.

1 On the other hand,
there are from time to time quite small donations, as in 1547
when five small sums are received varying from xij d. to iiij d.,
when one of the bells was recast. 2 Gifts were more frequently
made in kind to be turned into money. In 1530 the Vicar gave
a kerchief the value of which is not stated, in 1534 Christian Ebya
a kirtle valued at. vj s. xj d. and Xpian uglow

"
vj sponys of

silver, xxvj s. viij d."
; again in 1547 John Ede "

a dobolet and
schurte x s." and "

rogger puddener his schurt iij s. iiij d." A not
uncommom form of gift was that of some rich dress to be made up
into a church vestment. In 1539 master Arundell gives a sute of

vestments out of which a new albe is made ; in the following year
the albe is sent to Exeter to be blessed.
The churchwardens received the various monies from the

bede roll, the fees for interments, the proceeds of the church ales,
the guild and yeld payments, the Robyn Hood and other contribu-

tions, and were responsible for the various payfnents for the
maintenance of the church and of the services, the provision of
the wax, the candeles, the oyl for the lampe, the care and repair
of the cloke, the organs, the bellys : they took charge of the
church vessels and furniture, and of the valuable church vest-

ments, and kept the keys of the cofers stored about the building.
And at the Vestry meetings, as may be seen from the Counte
Booke, they gave an account of their stewardship to the

parishioners, whose representatives they were. Through them
the people of the parish had control of the church ; rarely and
only incidentally does the parson appear in the Counte Booke.
The parson had control of the services but the people kept the
care of the church in their own hands.

1 Mr. Goulding speaks of a contribution of Richard Chamond of ^50
towards the Armada Defence Fund.

2 The bells were a constant source of expense.



CHAPTER VIII

THE COUNTE BOOKE AND CONTEMPORARY EVENTS

The Counte Bodke begins in 1512 and is carried down to 1577 ;

it thus embraces the whole of the Reformation period during the

reigns of Henry VIII, Edward VI, Mary and Elizabeth. We are

struck as we turn its pages by the close connection between the

church life in Stratton and the world outside. It is no remote
inland lake that we have in view, stirred only by its own passing
storms and settling back within the shelter of its banks. The
truth is that there was no such isolation possible for any parish,
however remote it might appear from the currents of the national

life. The links that bound the country together were numerous
and frequent, and communications far more regular than might
be supposed. Nor while England in this sixteenth century was

passing through a time of continual flux and reflux, is it to be

supposed that men's minds in Stratton were less responsive than

they were elsewhere to the movements that were going on
around them. m

It is not easy to account for the sudden strength of the Reforma-
tion movement. It is evident that the people in general were

unprepared for it and at the same time there were pent-up forces

ready to break forth, the moment that the strong restraining hand
of Henry was removed by his death. And yet while recognizing
the strong religious conviction at the back of the new movement,
it must be admitted that the prime movers in it were the court

party, who saw in it nothing more than the opportunity for

enriching themselves with the spoils of the churches. 1 The

gentry also were quick to follow suit, and indeed everywhere
anticipated the commissioners by joining in stripping their

parish churches of their long accumulated ornaments and rich

furniture. The Reformation came down to the people from
above and brought with it the loss of all that they most highly
prized of their church treasures. 2

1 There was no more unblushing rohber of the Church than the Lord
Protector Somer.set. Somerset House \v;is built from materials obtained

by pulling down the Church of St. Mary le Strand and three bishops'
houses.

2 See Appendix C.
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The Counte Booke in the Reign of Edward VI

The new Parliamentarian regulations affected the life of the

parish in varying degrees. The proclamation of the Royal
Supremacy and the suppression of the papal power, the dissolu-

tion of the monasteries, the setting up of the Bible in English in

the churches, were all more or less welcome innovations. The
Pope was never loved in England ; the monasteries had outlived
their usefulness, and were regretted chiefly by the beggars who
had fed at their gates ; the reading of the Bible in their own
tongue had opened men's minds to truths of salvation which had
been long hidden from them. The doing away of the celibacy of

the clergy was less popular ; the people were unaccustomed to a
married clergy and their children were still regarded as illegiti-

mate ; in Elizabeth's reign a special Act of Parliament was

required to remove the stigma.
l

The suppression of the chantries by Henry VIII in 1545, and
the granting of their revenues to the King, brought the new
regulations nearer home. 2

The chantries were closely attached to the church and to the
church altars and church guilds. And as the secular guilds had
their altars and their devotional side, so the religious guilds had
also their secular uses ; besides providing funds for the Obits of

their members in the chantry chapels they paid for their funerals,
relieved the orphans and widows, and even treated poor strangers
to hospitality. Henry VIII's legislation in abolishing the
chantries struck at the whole common life of the people ;

chantries and guilds disappeared together.
In 1547 the royal Injunctions first and the parliamentary

legislation which followed roused every parish in England to

resistance. A rebellion broke out in Cornwall in 1548 and was

quickly followed by the Devonshire rebellion, when the insurgents

besieged Exeter and reduced the Cathedral City to the last

extremities.
" The besynes (business) that was in the west

"
is

the cautious phrase by which the Counte Booke denotes the

1 The Queen herself is said to have addressed the wife of one of her

bishops,
"
Madam, if Madam you be." In Elizabeth's time it was

ordered that no priest or deacon should marry without the approbation
first obtained of the bishop and of two justices of the peace, nor without
the consent of the parents or relatives of the woman, or, in case she had
no relations, of the master or the mistress with whom she was at

service (a proof of the low rank then held by the clergy).
2 The old Church historian Fuller says quaintly,

"
the best dish

of the course ; after chantries, as after cheese, nothing is to be

expected."
" A Chantry was a chapel or other separated place in a

church for the celebration of masses for the soul of some person departed
this life." Hook's Church Dictionary.
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rising. Apparently to commence with the townsfolk of Stratton
were called on to furnish their quota to the force which the
Government was collecting to carry their measures through.
As early as 1546, two years before the rising, there is a Counte
Boolce entry

"
for expenses delyuered to Richard diamond

armiger for goyng yn the kynges grace ys besynes iij d, payd to

Thomas Keykyd for
ij swerdes &

ij dagers v s. iiij d.," indicating
that two men were called up for service in the county militia.

The Chamonds belonged to the new aristocracy which were taking
the place of the old houses depleted by the Wars of the Roses, and
were likely to be found on the Government side. But the entries
"
delyuered to Wylliam Grove & Stephen Daw for the besynes

that was yn the west part x s.
; paid for bred for them xvj d. ;

paid for chese that they had with them xj d. oB. ; paid to Mr.
Thomas Arundell by the hondes of Wylliam Yeo, to pay them
that went west at his besynys xxxj s. iiij d." have a more doubtful
look. Members of the Arundell family were unfortunately for

themselves mixed up with the Devonshire rising, headed by
Humphrey Arundell, who ended by losing his head on Towerhill.

It seems that on this occasion Wylliam Rodd lost his mare
" which the parysshe was content to pay for, the mar, if he had
not hys mar agen xxs.," and that Nicolas baund's horse met
with a similar fate, judging from a note appended to the account
in 1552 'the which money [x s. x d.] Nycolas baund hath

ressevyd in part of payment for his horse which he lost in thes

besynes, and the viij men wer agred that the sayd Nycolas should
haue xxv s. for hem and ther rest to hem for hes horse v s. v d. ofi."

The next year comes the entry,
"
paid for a quitance for the

pardon at launceston iiij d." The connivance of the Stratton
folk in the rising was hushed up, or it might have gone hard with
some of them

;
the authorities had proceeded far enough in their

reprisals and were not too anxious to make much of their rather

insignificant part taken by the townsfolk in the affair. 1

Meanwhile the royal Commissioners appear on the scene and
the churchwardens are summoned before them at Launceston
and lestwythyell. In 1534

"
payd for expenses to lanceston for

to make awnser to the Kynges commyssinors for the churche

landesxvj d."
;

"
1547 paid at the kynges vysitacon [for takyng of

Inventory] iiij s. xj d.," and "
for expences vj s. viij d."

;

"
1549

payde for the makyng of the kynges Inventory for the church

good and for paper vij d." ; 1551
"
payd for makyng a per of

endentors of the churche good xij d."
;

"
1553 payd for the

expensys of iiij men to go to lestwythyell before the kynges com-

yssioners iiij s. x d. ofi." ;

"
1566 payd yn Ridin at lonston before

the comischeneres yn charges of
ij men iiij s. viij d."

1 The Mayor of Bodmin was hung at his own doorpost.

P
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The bishops too, selected from the ranks of the reforming
clergy, followed upon the heels of the commissioners. The

bishops had always all through the Middle Ages kept a tight
hand on the church life throughout their dioceses. One of the
first entries in the Counte Booke in 1512 records the visit of

"
my

lord bosshopp
"

to the parish,
"
paid for bred & drynk to the

ryngers to renge a gens my lord bosshopp ij d." ;

'

paid for a

gallon of wyne to geve my lord bosshop ij d." Again in 1533 the

Bishop is expected,
"
paid for a pac of raseys (rushes) agenst my

lord beschepp cumyn iij d." In 1534 the churchwardens are called

to
"
my lord of cawnterbery is visitacon xiiij d." 1

Later on entries of payments for attendance at the bishop's
visitations at Launceston, at Week, at Bodmin are continuous.
"

1 55 1 Paid for, expenses when we apperyd befor my lorde

iij s." ; "Paid for our expences at the vyzitacon at wick x d."

"My lorde" on this occasion was the famous Miles Coverdale,
the translator with Tyndal of the Bible into English.

2

It is worthy of notice that the churchwardens do not seem to

charge their own expenses in the accounts, the payments being

apparently for the charges of the parishioners, usually two, who
attended with them as attestors. In 1559 they are accompanied
by no less than six of the parishioners,

"
expensis at the boshypes

vicitation for vj men at bodman xvij s. ix d. 0I5
"

;
and again by

seven men at the visitation at Easter, 161 2. An entry in 1562
shows that they were expected to bring with them the parish
books for inspection by the bishop's offycyall,

"
paid m. offycyall

to schow our Regester boke att the vycytacyon vj d.
; paid to

mr

vycar for taken owtt of the names vj d." The Vicar would
also be required to attend the Bishop's visitations on his own
account, and to bring his missals and other Service books for

inspection. The Archdeacon also held his court and doubtless

charged his fees,
"
1526 for expenses of the Archdekyns wisitacon

at lanceston
"

(the amount is not given). The peteres ferthinges
mentioned in 1612

"
payd for peteres fethinges at the same

vicitation xvj d." were paid to the Cathedral Church of St. Peter's

at Exeter. Similar payments are continued in the stockwardens'

accounts.

1 Thomas Cranmer, consecrated 21 Febr., 1533. Probably he came
no nearer than Exeter.

- On the accession of Queen Mary he was expelled from his see and
went abroad. He returned in Elizabeth's time, but refused to enter

again upon his see at Exeter, preferring to pass the remaining years of

his life as an itinerant preacher, under the name of Father Coverdale.
He acted as one of the consecrators of the new Archbishop Parker, and
died in 1568. The Marian bishop who succeeded him at Exeter was

James Turberville, consecrated in 1555 ; deprived 1559. It is Bishop
Turberville who holds the next visitation in 1556.
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In 1549 the old Service books were ordered to be surrendered to

the bishop's officers, images and pictures of the saints in the
churches were to be taken down and destroyed, and in 1551 com-
missions were issued to lay hands on the jewels and rich vestments
of the churches to be delivered into the King's hands. These
commissions were dishonestly executed, and it was found

necessary to appoint other commissioners to enquire into the
embezzlements of their predecessors. Froude in his history of

England remarks on the commissions under Edward VI,
"
In the

autumn and winter of 155 1-2 no less than four commissions were

appointed to go over the often-trodden ground and to glean the
last spoils which could be gathered from the churches. In the
business of plunder the Government had been far distanced
hitherto by private peculation. The halls of the country houses
were hung with altar cloths

;
tables and beds were quilted with

copes ; the knights and esquires drank their wine out of chalices

and watered their horses in marble coffins."

All this time vital changes were being forced on an unwilling
people by a Government bent on carrying forward the Reforma-
tion programme. In 1548 the new Communion Service in

English which had been drawn up by a committee of bishops and
divines was issued, and the Counte Booke entries this same year,

'

for a bock of ye pystels and godspels viij d.," and "
for lacyng

for the communyon bock
ij d.," show that in Stratton there had

been no delay in subscribing to the new order. 1 The Latin mass
had gone and the new English Communion Service had taken its

place. In the following year the first English Book of Common
Prayer of Edward VI,

" drawn up, in the words of the Act in

which it was embodied '

with the aid of the Holy Ghost ' ' was
put forth, and again the entry,

"
iij new bockes notyd for matens

and evensong in ynglyssh xvj d.," witnesses to the immediate
introduction of the new Prayer Book in

"
ynglissh." The new

Matins and Evensong were based on the old Uses with the removal
of certain features such as the prayers for the Saints, the prayer
for the Pope, and the reading of the legends of the Saints which
in the old services had largely taken the place of the Scripture
Lessons. The daily Offices, which had been said by the clergy
alone in their early morning devotions in the chancel, were now
adapted for congregational use, and in course of time threatened
to supersede the Sacrament of the altar as the usual layman's
Service.

Henceforth also by the Injunctions of Edward VI the Com-
1 The new Communion Service was to come into use on Easter Day

(April 1). Probably the early copies were issued unbound, and the

lacyng would be for the preservation of the loose leaves. A later entry
hr z 553.

"
paid for the communion bocke

iiij
s. iiij d.," refers no doubt

to a bound copy.
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munion was to be administered in both kinds
"
as agreeable to

primitive usage," and now for the first time
"
wyne

"
begins to

appear in the churchwardens' accounts,
"
payd at Ester for

wyne forth vn tyll sent John daye iij s. iiij d.," and for
"
singing

bred "
(altar breads)

"
ix d." 1

The images had been duly taken down in 1547,
"
paid for

taking downe of the Image of Seynt georg iiij d.," and in the

following year
"

for takyng downe of the horse of the Image of

seynt georg and of ij standynges mor viij d." (possibly the dragon
was one of the standynges). In 1549

"
viij clothys that covered

Images
"

were sold for vj s. Doubtless with St. George St.

Armyll had also gone together with the images of the Virgin
and of St. Andrew. In the time of Mary St. Andrew was replaced
(possibly the original image may have been recovered) as we
read in 1558 of the

"
pentyn of synt androw iij s. iiij d." In 1549

the Rood is taken down, only to be restored again to its place in

the same year, as appears from the entry in that year
"
for taking

downe of the Rode and the pagentes yn the Rodeloft and settyng
up the Rode a gen x d." 2 This was the year of the Devonshire

rising on which the churchwardens evidently placed their hopes.
The rising, as we know, proved unsuccessful, but the general

expectation was that the present state of things would not

long continue. No one could say how long the consumptive
boy-king would live, or how soon he would be followed by Mary,
the devoted adherent of the Pope, and the old ways come back

again.
3

Probably the Rood, now restored to its place, remained,
as there is no further record of its removal. The Rood-loft, of

course, still survived, cf., 1560
"

for wassen (washing) off the
Rowdeloft & menden ij holies (holes) yn the church j

d."

The Cross yn the Towne

In 1543, during the reign of Henry VIII, as appears from a
series of entries for that year in the General Receipt Book, the

churchwardens undertook the
"
makyn cross 3m the towne."

There is no record or tradition as to where the cross stood, it

might have been in the open space to the west of the churchyard,

1 There are no payments for wine during Mary's reign. Under
Elizabeth they recommence, beginning with a small amount of ij d. in

1562, in 1563
"

for a newe bottell of tyne xij d.," and "
for ij hundred of

houselen bred xij d." The payments are as a rule confined to Christmas
and Easter, showing that the old custom of communicating only at the

great festivals still held its ground.
2 The pagentes would be "the Mary and John" which stood on

either side of the Rood.
3 Edward VI died on July 3, 1553, in his sixteenth year and in the

seventh year of his reign.
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in which case it would not have been far from the bull ryng ; it is

difficult to see where else space could have been found. A Counte
Booke entry in 1545,

"
rec. for a stondyng apone the crosse downe

yn the strett iiij d." suggests that it stood near where the open
space narrows into the street. The material also is not specified.
The charge for

"
caryng of stonys iiij s. viij d." and "

drayng of

the same stonys & other stonys xviij d." seems to show that

granite rather than local stone was employed. The two masons
were at work upon it 15 days' jurney, so that it must have
been of some size and importance.

What became of the rich vestments, the costly vessels, and all

the accumulations of the church goods does not appear. Strictly

speaking they should have been surrendered to the commissioners,
and no doubt Bishop Coverdale might be trusted to see that
the regulations were fully carried out throughout his diocese.

Probably the best of them were handed over, never to be re-

covered. Yet the absence of any considerable fresh purchases
in the time of Mary—among the church vessels only a pyx, holy
water bockytes and a lantrane are shown in the Counte Booke 1—
may indicate that enough remained of the old stores to provide
what was needed for the return to the old ritual. In 155 1, and
again in 1553, sales of various church properties no longer needed
are shown in the Counte Booke, the lent clothe v s. viij d., the

great sepulcre clothe iiij s., a Rowde clothe iij s. iiij d.,
"
brasse,

iij "h
iij s. vij d."

"
old yre (iron) iiij. ij d.," and "

a vyare pan
iiij d." (The vyare pan, says Mr. Peacock, was no doubt used
for the Easter fire). Thomas Arundel purchases "ij peces of

felvott vij s. viij d." and the scolemaster
"
peces of felvott ij s."

There is a payment also
"

for drawing downe of the auters ij s.

iiij d.," and "
the Stoannes of the awters

"
sell for iiij s. iiij d., a

large sum for stones unless, as may have been the case, they were
of marble.

There was now a pulpit in the nave and sermons were coming
into general use. The book of Homilies put forth in 1547 and
ordered by the King to be read in every church, when the Incum-
bent did not feel capable of preaching a weekly sermon himself,
is not referred to until it is mentioned in the stockwardens'
accounts in 1624,

"
Paide for a homile Book for the church viij s."

Possibly the Rev. John Gercndus felt equal to preaching the

Sunday sermon without the assistance of the homile Book.

1 A lent clothe, a Rode clothe, a nawter clothe, and some Racchytes
(rochets) and serplesys are among the re-purchases in 1553.
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The Reign of Mary

Mary's accession in 1563 was the signal for the return of the
Mass and of the pre-Reformation Services. It is more than likely
that in Stratton the parishioners on the whole welcomed the set-

back to the old ways.
1 The greater part of the vessels and the

vestments necessary for the resumption of the old ritual were

apparently available in the cofers in the church. In 1553 there is

a purchase from Wylly Rodd and N. Gyst of
"
the pese off cloyth

off gold that whasse left yn their handes xvj d." The following

year a prosessynall and a whole manuell are obtained from

Exsater, costing vij s.
;

also a pycx
"

is bought for ij s. viij d.,
"
a banar stafe ij 6..," and a

"
hally water bockyte vj s. viij d."

There are also further purchases in 1556, from
"
Roger you for

the clothe to cover the Rode ij s. viij d." and for
"
the holy

water bokytte on the cherche porche xix d.," and ij days' work
is done to the

"
makynge uppe the high auter wages & mete &

drynke xvij d." Other purchases follow in 1558, presumably
before the accession of Elizabeth had put a stop to the return to

the old ritual,
2 "

ij awter towyles x d.," "vij yerdes & ct of

holand (Dutch linen) to make the lent clothe at x d. the yerde
vij s.

j d.,"
"
the pentyn of sent androw iij s. iiij d.,"

"
the

makyng of the pallm crosse vj d.,"
'

three yerdes & <h of

dowlys
3 for a nawter clothe viij d. ob the yerde ij s. v d. oV'

"
a hole water spryngell (sprinkler) j d.,"

"
xxviij yerdes of

dowleys to make iiij nyew serplesys xix s. x d.," and
"
makynge

of three Racchytes v d." In 1557 we note the payment
"

ffor a

sense iij s. iiij d.,"
"

for a loke & a keye & a pere of gemes* ffor

the boxe that the Sacrament ys yn xij d.," and
"

ffor tember ffor

the boxe to poutte the Sacrament yn vij d." (The stockwarden
does not seem, to know of the

"
pyex

"
as the name for the boxe.

Probably his sympathies lay with the reformers and he purposely
avoids the use of the old name). Again we note the absence
from the list of purchases of the usual church vessels, and of

materials for copes and chasubles.

1 The Vicar, John Gerendus, the first Vicar of Stratton who did not
owe his appointment to the Launceston priory, was presented in 1542

by William Mylle, Mayor of Launceston (see the chapter on the Vicars).
His successor, William Martyn, presented by Philip and Mary on

Gerendus' resignation, accepted the later Elizabethan changes, as he
continued to hold the living up to 1581.

2 Mary died on November 17. But the entries in the Counte Booke

frequently refer to the previous year's expenditure.
3
Dowlys was a coarse linen material.

1
Probably hinges.
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The Counte Booke in the Reign of Elizabeth

The return to the old usages under Mary proved but a temporary
set-back to the Reformation movement. On Elizabeth's acces-

sion in 1558 the pent-up forces of progress broke out with fresh

strength. Mary had sent the Archbishop to the stake, and
with him three bishops, a sprinkling of the clergy and nearly
three hundred of the laity, but she had only succeeded in making
the Reformation more secure. 1 The unpopular Spanish marriage,
the State-burnings and the deaths of the martyrs, had done
more than ever could be undone to turn the people of England
from the old ways to the new. And possibly the return to the old

Services during the five short years of Mary's reign had proved
long enough to convince the people that the way of the open Bible,

with the poetry and music of the Psalms for which no place was
found in the mediaeval congregational worship, and the rendering
of the Services in the tongue of the people, might after all be

the better way. It is evident that music played a great part
in the new worship. The purchase of

"
iij new bockes notyd for

matens and for evensong yn ynglissh
" seems to show that the

Services continued to be sung or intoned, and the frequent
references to

"
sauters

"
in the Counte Booke, in 1559

"
for a

sauter booke xx d.," in 1570
"
paid for a newe communion bocke

& a psalter in the same vj s." prove that the layman was learning
to lift up his voice in the inspired psalmody, which Christians in

the early days of the Church had regarded as their most precious
inheritance. 8

The Counte Booke entries in 1559 betray the mingling of the

two streams. Close upon the payments for
"
wexe for the

pascall taper
" and "

to barne befor the rode," and for the
'

poynles & pynes (pins) lor the sepulker
"
and "

ij precessional
bookes

"
follow

"
expensas for John Jude to bryng a com

muning book from Exceter xvj d,"
"
payd lor book of injunction

v d.,"
'

payd vnto basten laurence for maken of the table iij s."

The Counte Booke is carried on lor another ten years. No sales

of church goods appear in it before the years 1570-2. It seems
that the churchwardens had learnt to walk warily and they
postponed any further sales as long as possible. In 1570, however,
a clialys is sold, realising Xxxvij s., and "

the cherubyms xx d."
In 1572 the list is a longer one,

"
ij emetics iiij d.,"

"
ij candell

stickes xix d.," "woden angells iiij d.,"
"
a cofer vs.,"

"
a chest

1 The objects of the persecution were found chiefly amongst the
artizan and agricultural classes, whose very illiteracy led them into the
wildest excesses in the interpretation, of the Holy Scriptures. The

greater number of victims were in the eastern and southern counties.

The clergy as a rule were inclined to the old ways and escaped.
2 See also in Appendix B,

" The ( lunch Music."
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vj s. viij d.,"
"
a corporas case vij s. xj d." (the cofer, chest, and

corporas case were no doubt handsomely carved) .

In 1570 a communion cup is purchased for iij ii xixs., the

purchase being completed in 1576 by the payment of xvij s. vj d.

for the cover of the communion cup. The cup and cover which
serves the purpose of a paten are still in use in the church. 1

The same year
"
george the penter

"
receives vs. vj d. for

"
drayng of the x commandments." In 1573 the purchase of

"
iiij

yerdes of howeland at xx d. the yerd vj s. viij d." provides the

decent cloth prescribed for the Communion Table.

The Church of England was now settling down into the middle
course between two extremes which her formularies claim for her.

It must be borne in mind that Elizabeth herself, as well as the

bishops and divines who drew up her formularies, were as widely
separated from the school of the advanced reformers as they were
from the papists, and that what they aimed at and accomplished,
was not to revolutionize the Church, still less to create a new
Church, but to reform it, by removing the superstitions which
had gathered about it in its passage through the dark ages, and to

bring it back to what it was in the days of the ancient Fathers.

Queen Elizabeth declared in her letter to the princes of Europe
that

"
there was no new faith propagated in England ;

no new
religion set up but that which was commanded by our Saviour,

practised by the primitive Church, and approved by the fathers

of the best antiquity."

1 The marks on the chalice, 1 ions, are those of John Jones, a famous
Exeter goldsmith. The cover and probably the cup were obtained

through
"
John Yeo, marchant "

of Stratton. It will be remembered
that the old chalys had been sold this same year for xxxvij s. Probably
it bore crosses and other emblems which were thought to be papistical.



CHAPTER IX

THE STOCKWARDENS' ACCOUNTS

The Stockwardens and the Church

The stockwardens- accounts commence in 1577 with the reign
of Elizabeth and continue down to the present time

; during
the reign of Charles I and the Commonwealth they are missing,
so that there is no record of the battle of Stamford Hill or of the

stirring events of the civil war which led to the interlude of the

Revolutionary administration under Cromwell as Lord Protector.

The entries connected with current events belong mostly to the

reigns of Elizabeth, William of Orange and in later times of

Queen Anne. They thus embrace the later phases of the Reforma-
tion and the final settlement of the Church of England with the

return of the second Prayer Book of Edward VI, the execution of

Mary Queen of Scots, the Armada and the war with Spain, the

rise of Nonconformity,
1 the war with France which followed on

the coming of the Prince of Orange, and the victories of Marl-

borough in the Netherlands. The 1677-1777 Account book
closes with the epitaph of John Avery

" never to be blotted out
of this Booke." 2

In an entry made in the year 1593 it is declared that
"
the use

of the seide stocke hath for threescore yeares beene used by one
of the eight men sworne, & one other of the parish Chosen euery
yeare w*h the seitle eight man, to receive all promts . . . and it is

bestowed about her ma 1'"
service, for buyenge of armor, settinge

forth of souldiers w th

powder & shott, And for buyenge of

weapon for poore men wch be not able to furnish themselves, And
Hkwise for the relievinge & maineteyning of the poore w'hin the
seide parish where most neede is for their sustentacon, that is to

say for mcate drinke & clothinge, & also for all other thinges that
shalbe needefull & necessary for the defence of our sayde parish."
Ii is hut her declared that

" one hundred poore people more and

1 The rise of Nonconformity may be dated from Charles II's

Declaration of Indulgence, dispensing with the laws against Non-

conformity. The real purpose of the Indulgence was for the protection
of the papists.

- See Chap. XI for the epitaph on the Tablet in the church, which,
however, has minor different

59
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upwarde are relieuved out of the stock wc
li are not able to liue

of themselfes but have reliefe dayly one thinge or other of the

seide parish." It will be noticed that expenditure from the stock

on the repairs of the church is not apparently included in the

above statement, unless it be covered by the
"

all thinges that

shall be needeful & necessary for the defence of the parish."
As a matter of fact the contributions made by the stockwardens
towards the church expenses are frequent and of considerable

amount, but the question how they arose is complicated by the

fact that the stockwardens appear to act as treasurers of the

church funds, probably owing to their having the control of the

cofer in the tower in which the joint moneys were kept under
lock and key. The entries of moneys received from the church-

wardens occur from time to time: 1557
"
Remayethe to the

chirche clere v li. x s. v d." ; 1574
"

rec. of Walter yeo ye chufche-

wardonto by (buy) harnys xx s." ; 1580
"

rec. of Wytim heddon
& John Juell churchwardens xxvij s. x d. ofi." The sextons also

pay in their receipts which are entered in the stockwardens'

account, in 1557 ij s. viij d., in 1558 i£ d.

On the other hand the payments by the stockwardens towards
the purposes of the church are continuous in small sums and

great,
1 in 1568

"
to the high cross wardens to ye poynting of the

towre xlix s," and "
towards the pentyse x s." ;

2
1569

"
for the

newe bendyng of the beble x s." ; 1570
"
delivered to John Cory

one of the churchewardens when the comunion cup was bought
iiij li."

; 1578
"
to John Yeo merchaunt for the bybell xxxj s vj d.

(John Yeo, the local merchant, was able to p«Add^e both Bibles

and swordes and daggers ; he had also been the intermediary for

the purchase of the cover of the communion cup in 1576 and

probably of the cup a few years before) ; 1580
"
for the booke of

common prayer for the churche iij s. iiij d." ; 1582
"

for mending
of the steple wyndos xiij s. iiij d." ; 1589

"
for two peare of

shoes for the Bedmen iij s. iiij d. (there were now two bedesmen
attached to the church which with the sextons and the clarke

appears to have been fairly well found in subordinate officials) ;

1 59 1 "to the Glazor for Glassynge of the church windowes ffor

1 A note to the account in 1776 shows that at that time there was
an arrangement by which certain of the rents were appropriated to the

church and paid directly to the churchwardens ;

' N.B. The rent for

Exe and part of Bayly's, the High Rent for St. Andrew's Hay, St.

Andrew's Park and Bayly's & Cudiver's has been collected & dispersed

by the churchwardens as appears by their Book." In 1762 the rent

for Ex ^8 5 o is paid "by the Stockwardens to Nicholas Bray Church-

warden, and in 1768
"
Paid over to ye Churchwardens two years' Rent

of Symon Orchards 16 10 10 " and " Disbursed Mr. Bray's two years'
Rent two ye poor which is entred on ye Stock Wardens Book 4 o o."

2 The "
pentyse

" would be the pent-house (from
"
pen," to enclose,

shut up) which gives entrance from the tower stairs on to the leads.
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one year vj s. viij d." ; 1595
"
to hercules for mendinge of the

church when the led were newe caste xij s.,"
"
for the makinge of

A loke & keyes & nayles for the coffer in the tower xiiij d
"

(this

was the stockwardens' strong box in which they banked their

money and any valuables that came into their hands, cf., 1720
'

then placed in ye Tower a Silver watch & a Gold ring belonging
to Ann Beare in part of five pounds lent her ") ; 1598

"
to the

churchwardens to bi a reiester Booke & other thinge xlvj s." ;

1604
"
for a Communion booke for the parish viij s. iiij d." ;

1624
"

for a homile Book for the Church viij s." ; 1684
"

for the
Booke of Martirs 03 00 00

"
;

" tooke out of the Tower to pay
for ye bindeing of the three Bookes of Martyrs 2 2 6

"
; 1685

'

Pd. Mr. Brookhouse and others for work donne in the Chancell
which was then fetch out of the Tower by the eight men 10 li."

;

1703
"

in repairing the pinnacles of the tower, in all, seventeen

pounds."
1

The entry 1729
"
pd. for wages for repair of ye Roof of ye

Church 17 4 9
"

is interesting as bearing on the question
whether the existing interior roofs are the original ones. On the

whole the evidence seems to be in favour of the original roofs

having survived, particularly as the stockwardens' accounts
fail to show any substantial sums for their reconstruction. It does
not appear whether the seventeen pounds now expended for

wages in the repair of the Roof refers to interior or exterior

repairs ;
if the timber roofs are intended, the sum expended shows

that while considerable repairs must have been effected in the
tools at tliis period, no general reconstruction was then under
hand. In 1595 the church lead had been '.' newe caste." More-
over the root timbers do not show signs of any extensive repairs
having been effected, and probably the entry refers to repairs of

the slate roofs.

From 1558 to 1598 considerable sums were expended at

various times on the renovation of the bells, of which it appears
that the tower possessed five (see the entry in 1558

"
payd ffor 5

bell Ropp x s."). The "
grett belle

" was re-cast in 1558 and the

litle Bel
"

in 1598 ;
in the interval the other bells were taken

in hand, and in 1593 the great bell is
" mended "

by
"
casting

Tynne into the heade of the bell xx d." The work was in all < ases

carried through in the churchyard ; the quantities of metal used

upon the great and little bells are given in full detail. 3

1 The pinnacles may have suffered from the tempest, known as the

Great Storm which ravaged the coast of England this year from
November 26 to December 1 and did enormous damage. Annals, hi.,

181.
2 The details are of considerable interest, for the grett belle

" exx li.

din (J) of bell metell, to (two) honderede oft the same metell after

iiij the pound iij li. vj s. viij d., xiiij pownd ofi brasse iiij s. viij d., ffor
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The later entries bring us nearer down to present times, 1799
Paid for one Testament, five Psalm Books & one Church

Primer for the use of Thos. Parsons 's Scholars 6s."; 1832
" Paid

John Heddon for Schooling 15 Boys ^10
"

;

'

Pa-id Susan
Parsons for Schooling 10 Girls £6

"
; 1807

"
Paid the Reverend

John Woolacombe for Vincent keeping Sunday School & for

Books £5" -,

1 "
1800, March 12th Paid Mr. Daniel King for

Inoculated Ninety-one Poor people 11 7 6
"

; Oct. 28th Paid
Mr. Tuck for Inoculating 23 Poor people 2 176"; 1809

" Paid

John Honey as per his bill for building of the Seat in Church
6 o o."

The Stockwardens and the Relief of the Poor

The sums given in relief of the poor in the first years of the

account are small, but in subsequent years they become larger,

indicating that the times were growing bad and that poverty was

increasing. In 1560
"

destrybyted to the powre yn mony &
brede vj s." 1593 ij s. ; 1599

"
ffor Clothe to bestowe among the

poorwe xlij s. viij d." ; 1684
" Gave the poore at severall times

in the late hard winter towards their Reliefe 15 o 9
"

;

"' 3th of

ffebruary, 1697 Then tooke out of the tower in small money
ioli. 5s. &6d. which weighed by the ounce 28 ounces in 5 s. the

ounce, And at that time gave to the poore in these bad times

03 00 00." In 1702 the stockwardens are again in a generous
mood,

"
pd. then for beere when the Queen was crownd to

drinke her Health 02 14 00, pd. for four bottles of brandy the

same time 00 06 08, pd. the ringers the same time 00 12 oo,"
and at Christmas the same year

" Then tooke out money to pay
the Charges to the Ale wives when the day of rejoyceing to

the Carege off xx lode off cleye & ffor the make off the howll (hole) yn
the grownd to sette the posses for the bellfounder ys howse xiiij d.,

ffor a seme of woodde to mellte the metell vj d.," the total cost coming
to ^13 16s. 4d. For the litle Bel

"
ffor one hondred twentie and iij

ii of

mettell xlj s., ffor xv ii of pewter to cast with the saide mettell vj s.

iiij d.," total cost of the recasting £5 is. In 1619 the clapper of the

little bell fell, doing some slight damage,," pd. for making the litle bell

whele 8s., pd. to hercules Pasmore for mending of the Church which
was broken when the pendle fell 00 02 06." The bell-founder's howse
would be the shed covering the operations and enclosing the pit.

Tradition still points out a depression on the north side of the church-

yard as the place of the pit. A previous entry in 1557
"
payd vnto

Robat Bonde & to Joh Schurt heght crose wardyns to paye ffor the

mendyng off the thurd belle ys Gaper vs." suggests that the fraternity
of the High Cross had undertaken the care of the Bells. A further entry
in 1568 shows that they had also made themselves responsible for the

repair of the tower.
1 In 1677 £3 18s. was paid for

"
seatinge the Scholehouse, Glassinge

the windowes, and for Locks and Keys for the Doores."
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drinke the queenes health 03 03 06." There are also frequent
payments to sick and infirm folk : 1561

"
deleueryed to Margett

Creupe yn her seckenys & necessite
ij s., payd unto the szgcn

(surgeon) that Coute her iiij d." ; 1593
"
paid for two Coverled

one for the old Bedlime the other for the greate Amye iij s. viij d.,"
'

for iiij yeard of Chrese to make a shrowd for the greate Amye
iij s. viij d."

; 1590
"
paid Justynion Jule & Bonsall for the Clarke

meat in the time of his Sicknes iij s. iiij d., paid Bonsall for

washing of the Clarke Clothing x d., paid Bonsall to cure him of

his griffe xj s." ; 1593
"
for iiij yearde & halfe of lynclothe &

thred to make a shrowed for Jasper Bedlime iiij s. ij d." ;

x
1694

'

to grace Chinge to goe to the water By Lower St. Collome to

seek help for her Legg 00 10 00, for a horse for her to ride there
00 06 00,"

"
gave the same time to Andrew Heddon towards

the goeing to the well to seek help for his Legg 00 05 00.
" 2

The stockwardens are also most generous contributors to all

kinds of demands for charitable relief to outsiders ; year by year
there are entries of payments to poore men that gathered for the
lazar houses in the two counties. 3

1565
"
vnto the lame hethen

att warpestowe xij d." (the people of Warbstow seem to have
been of little account in these times) ; 1579

"
to iij pore maryners

that came from Cattya xij d.,"
"
to an Oxford skoller xij d." ;

l 5&5
"
to one that gathered for merchants that lye in prison at

london in the marshalls (the Marchalsea prison) iiij d." ; 1589
'

vnto v pore pardenares xxd."
; 1596

"
to one Richard presson

of Cison nere brestow (Bridgestowe) which had his howse burnt
with fier that cam from the' element iiij d." ; 1613

"
paid toward

the buielding of a Churche & Colledge in the Countrye of

Bohemia 00 05 00."

Many are the entries too of contributions in aid of shipwrecked
mariners, some of whom had lost their ships through the pirates
who at this time infested the English seas

;
for the relief of prisoners

taken in the war with Spain, and later with France ;
and for the

insh soldiers."* 1586
" dd to thomas prist for the collection

toward the merchant that had lost nine ships iij s."
; 1564

"
pd.

for a gyft to help musscll home oute of fraunce vj s. viij d."
;

L583
"
to ij pore soldyours of Ireland vj d."

; 1587
"
vnto one

1 In 1603 the young Peternell bedlime finds his way into the Stockes.
2 There was no doubt a Holy Well at St. Columb which still main-

tained its reputation.
3 In 1613 Stratton itself contributed an inmate,

"
paid to William

Treleuion for to bring Morton to the lazar howse at St. lawrencc
02 10 00."

4 William's reign was marked by the renewal of the confiscations
and iron rule of Cromwell in support of the Protestants in Ireland, and
against the bulk of the Irish people who were devoted to the fallen
Stuarts. Thousands of English soldiers perished from neglect and
disease in Ireland. See Annals, hi., pp. 1 18-19.
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maithewe Rowe of Dunster that was taken with the turkes iiij d." ;

1588
"
to five Irishmen that had my L. of bathes pasporte to

passe home being robbed by English pirates viij d." ; 1590
"
to

paye the ransome of Englishe men taken prisoners in Spayne
ij s." ; 1594

"
to one Thomas Graye that hade serued the kinge of

ffrance fower yeares in his warres & hade a pasboate to trauaile

to Penzance where he was borne iiij d." ; 1595
"
for a howse in

Devon by honeton for men that were spoyled with gunpowder
6 d." ; 1590

"
to a Pawre man that was cast aland to-Hull iij d." ;

I 598
"
gave to three gentlemen that weare taken prisoner in

Brittayne ij s." ; 161 2
"
to William Eve & Richard Rawling of

Trewrow being robbed by Capten Peters 00 00 08
"

(Capten
Peters was probably a notorious pirate).

The War with Spain

The effects of the war with Spain which followed on the
accession of Elizabeth are clearly traceable in the stockwardens'
accounts. Philip was gathering his Armada, Drake and Raleigh
were singeing the King of Spain's beard, the Pope was sending into'

England his emissaries, the Jesuit priests, to undermine Eliza-

beth's position at home. Philip's army was already massed in

the Netherlands under Parma, nothing but the genius and daring
of the English seamen stood between Spain and the projected
invasion. The stockwardens' books reflect the alarms and
disturbance of the times. The beacon fires are tended and
watched, men are set along the coast to

" warne the parish that

they should be ready at an howers warninge," and so soon as the

news arrived that
"
the Spaniards were Come before Plimoth,"

six men go in post to Launceston for Sr. Richard Greinvile to ride

to Plymouth.
The Spanish Armada passed to its account, and still the

harbour at Bude is watched " when ther were botes aproching ner
the Shore," a

"
pursefant

"
or royal messenger arrives with "a

Commission for scharchen (searching) of all harbors and Chreekes
for shippinge," the bands are mustered and trayned on Somerlese
" Paide to Carrye thinge to Somerlease for a Tilte against the

muster viij d.," large quantities of powder and bullets are accumu-
lated (in 1578 value ij s. iiij d., 1587 a barell v ii. xij s., in 1590
"

xcviij ii. halfe." Souldiers and Leuetenantes and Captens are

passing to and fro and being entertained, 1588
"
paide for

3 post horses that went to Camelford with Capten Swanne for

there meate & provinder xvj d., for Beere and butter to wash
there legges iiij d."

; 1596
"
paid to Bodman according to the

lieuetenentes derepcion (direction) for the Irland Soulders Iiij s.

iiij d.," large quantities of bacon and other victuals are supplied
for the provision of her majesties navy (113£ lb. in 1588,

"
paide
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for the odd half-pence of the 113!- & d of bakon that was sent to

Plimoth for the provision of her majesties navy iiij s. xd.,"
letters are passing from Sir Water Rawlye in 1589 and Sr. Richard
Greinvill's shipp,

"
pd. to two soldior which came from Sr. Walter

Rowlei's schepp to passe whome vi d.,"
'

to Harye Juell to

runne to Gindgers at marhamch at midnight with a post letter

for her majesties service iij d.," men are prest for the army and

navy,
"
1600 pd. John Williams when he was preste for Ireland

vs.," the
" hew and crye

"
is raised and carried on to whales-

burie
"

for traytors that were fflede," help is given to wounded
soldiers and sailors. In 1595 the war is brought closer home by
the burning of Penzance,

"
paid to two men of lynconshire who

were taken by the spanishe galleyes that burned Penzance xij d."

In the next year's account appears the entry,
"
to ra r Thomas

grenwell to helpe by the drom and the auncient xxxs," 1 and
"
a prayer for her maig (majesty's) navy and for warning by the

belyfe viij d." The prayer which was evidently of the nature of

a special service in which the use of the belyfe was regarded as a

solemn warning against slackness and weakness of faith, has its

lesson for the times now present.
2

The Stockwardens and the Demolition of the Rood-loft

The story of the contention with the Bishop over the removal
of the Roodloft, 1563-80, appears in the successive entries in the
Counte Booke and the stockwardens' books, and throws an

interesting light on the relations between the parish and the
Diocese in the mediaeval age. It was less than a quarter of a

century since the costly screen with its overhanging Roodloft had
been placed in the church, and so far as can be judged, entirely

by the exertions of the people themselves. The total payments
had mounted up to some ^1000 or ^1200 in present money, the
last payment being made as recently as 1539. Both the screen
and the loft above it were no doubt richly embellished with

carving and pictures of the Saints. Unfortunately, however, the
Roodlofts were, included among the church ornaments winch had
been used for superstitions purposes, for was it not there that the

Rood, or the figure of our I Messed Lord on the cross, had been

displayed for the devotions of the people ? There was no objec-
tion to the screen

;
in many of our west-country churches the

old screens have remained to the present day, but the Roodloft
had to go, not, however, before the churchwardens had done
e very t Inns; possible to save it.

1 This sounds like a recognised military phrase of the time. The
auncient or ensign is found in Shakespeare.

2 This portion of "The Story of the Church " was written in 19 17.
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The first intimation that it was in danger is seen in an entry
in the stock-warden's accounts for 1563

"
paid to John Marres

(stockwarden) for makyn of awnsur (answer) for the Rodlofft

xij d." It seems that enquiries were being pushed and the
stockwardens'

" awnsur " was no doubt an explanation of the
circumstances. The next year come payments in respect of

horses lent to Mr. Marris & John Jude to ride to Exeter xx d. and

xviij d., and alsqjn the same year,
"
pd. to John Marris & John

Jud for expence when they were at hunington (Honiton) with

my lorde bisshop for the roodeloft xviij s. viij d." The purpose
of the stockwardens' journey to Exeter is stated to be for the
rood lofte and they had gone in to find the bishop at Honiton.
The same year the accounts contain the entry,

"
paid for taking

doune the sylyng (ceiling)
1 and a beame of the roodloft ix d."

It seems as if the churchwardens had hopes that by sacrificing
a part of the Roodloft they might save the rest, so they had

begun with the sylyng ; but, if so, their hopes were doomed to

disappointment, for the next year comes the entry in the accounts,
"
1565 payd for expenses when the churchewardens & the hole

parysh was exconycatt (excommunicated) xiij s. vj d." The

bishop had launched his thunderbolt and placed the parish under
interdict—with the result that the church was closed and the bells

silenced. His lordship, it seems, was determined that the regula-
tions should be carried out and that the demolition of the Rood-
loft should be pushed through to the end. So the stockwardens
are driven to make another hasty journey to Exeter when some-
how the matter was arranged, the next entry being

"
payd ffor

the Revacachyon (Revocation) yn wretyng & the sele vj s. iiij d.,"
"
payd for wyne & goodchere ffor the buschappe ys servante ij s.

viij d." The bishop's servante was doubtless an accommodating
person and accustomed to push through diocesan business, when
reasonably encouraged to do so.

No intimation is given as to the. conditions under which the

revocation was granted ; some kind of compromise, however,
seems to have been effected, the result of which was that the

complete demolition was delayed for another five years or so, no
further steps of any consequence being taken until 1570-2

(a slight piece of work is effected in 1565,
"
paid to John Meyar

for takyn down of the Rowd lofft mett & hyer vij d."). In 1570
"

rec. for an ernest to the sale of the rood laught iiij

" shows
that the time of grace had now expired. (The ernest would be
for the sealing of the bargain.) Accordingly the next entry
follows

"
1572 rec. of wylliam Rade for the Rodloft v li. vj s.

viij d.," and in 1573
"
receued of thoma.s badcocke for the peces

off the Rodelofft vj s.," and "
paid to ij men to tak down the

1 Or rather
"
panelling."

—B.S.
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Rowde loft mett & hyer xd." In 1580 the last remnant is swept
away,

"
paid to Pears the joyner for takynge downe the Roode

lofte & placing the seatt for iij dayes work & d (dimidium= •£)

meate & hyre ij s. iiij d." Henceforth, when the parishioners
entered the church, they were no more to be greeted by the

familiar gallery above the screen, where their eyes had been wont
to rest on the sign of their redemption,

The Wars with France, 1688-1713

The stockwardens' accounts prove that the proclamation of

William and Mary which took place on February 13, 1688,
1 was

duly observed in the parish,
"
expence when their Majesties

King William and Queene Mary were proclaym'd 04 05 00."

England was at once involved in a war with Louis XIV. On
March 18 a false report reached Stratton

"
that the ffrench were

landed," and from this time onward, England, and especially
the western coast, went in constant danger of invasion. The
French king Louis was waiting in Brittany on the opposite shore

with an army of twenty thousand men and all his preparations

complete, and only the English fleet warded off the projected
invasion. Again, as in the previous war with Spain, the stock-

wardens' accounts reflect the general state of alarm. Again the

beacons were tended, 1688
' s
pd. g Makeing up the Beacon

00 13 02, for ffurse for the same 00 01 00," the train bands are

called out and exercised,
2 and the store of ammunition is replen-

ished, 1688 "Pd. Benjamin Vglow n Powder 00 19 09."
Louis was aiming at the subjugation of the Netherlands and

his ambition leaped to the domination of Europe.
' The whole

of his long reign was employed in encroachments on his neigh-
bours, utterly regardless of the most solemn treaties, and trying
to attain his ends by carrying on war in the most barbarous

spirit. Both Charles and James meanly submitted to become
his tools, but William boldly withstood him and became the head
of a league composed of almost every European state, formed for

1 William had landed in Torbay November 5 in the preceding year.
The interval had been occupied with the necessary negotiations with
the Parliament. The seven Non-juring bishops refused to take the
oath to the new King and were committed to the Tower.

2 As had happened in the previous war, a modified form of con-

scription was capable of being put in force, by which men could be

pressed for active service, the arrangements for which were made by
the local justices the Grenvilles at Stowe, cf., 1600 "

pd. Wolfe to goe
to stowe when Mr. Greinvile preste menn ij d." For the train bands a
muster roll of the parish was kept, 1596

"
to John Strekc to warne the

Towne and Land to come to poffell to muster before mr. grenuell
iiij d."
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the avowed purpose of obliging him to respect the rights of his

neighbours. Louis, however, had able ministers and generals, and
for a long time he was successful in most of his undertakings."
Only the Scandinavian kingdoms stood aloof from the war, only
the Turk stood by Louis. The parallel with the ambitions of a
later continental monarch seems almost complete. But Louis
lived to experience bitter reverses, his navy was shattered early
in the war in the great naval victory of La Hogue,

1 and his

armies through the genius of Marlborough. The very names of

the later conflict, Liege, Mons, Ypres, Lille, appear in the story
of the time. In France the public misery was extreme. Louis'

minister wrote to him,
"
the country is a vast hospital," and in

the year 1697 Louis was compelled to bow his proud head and
to sue for peace, and on May 9 peace was concluded at Ryswick.
So after the entry of 3 ffebruary 1697,

"
gave to the poore in

these bad times 03 00 00," comes a further one " on 2 day of

December 1697 pd. then for Beer & bread & other things when
the day of Thanksgiueing was for the peace betweene England
and ffrance 05 14 06."

The interval, however, was but short. The recognition by Louis
of

"
the pretended Prince of Wales " on the death of James II

in 1701 brought on the war again. Marlborough's victories of

Blenheim, Ramillies, Malplaquet, Oiidenarde, and Ypres, follow

one another in quick succession, until in 1713 the peace of

Utrecht finally closes the war. Nothing much was attempted in

1713 to mark the second peace—only
"
Paid for beer upon the

Rejoycing for ye Peace o 11 00."

1 "
If I meet them, I will fight them," wrote the English Admiral

Lord Russell, who was suspected of Jacobite leanings,
"
even, though

King James were on board."



CHAPTER X

THE VICARS OF STRATTON AND THE COUNTE BOOKE

The names of the vicars, starting from the Taxation of the

living in 1260, have been extracted from the Cathedral Register
at Exeter by the late Preb. Hingeston-Randolph, Editor of the
Exeter Episcopal Registers. A tablet, designed by Messrs

Sedding & Stallybrass, recently placed in the church at Stratton,
has the names inscribed on it. The following is a copy. Parallel
with each name are also given the more important events, if any,
happening during the vicariate, which bear on the Story of the
Church.

Pre-Norman ; dates unknown :—
The conversion of the British and Saxon population, not later

than the seventh century.
The first Saxon Church.
Foundation of the Sanctuary and the Chantry attached in

early times to the Church.

[966. The Norman Invasion.
1086. The Domesday Book compiled.

c. 1 100. The Norman Church.
1 1 60. The date on the old doorway in the north aisle.

The appropriation of the advowson of the living to the Priory
of St. Stephens at Launceston, date unknown.

1216. King John's writ depriving Bartholomew Turet of his land in
Stratton. Reinstated 121 7.

1254. Halegh Park Charter, in which Sir Ralph de Blanchminster
is described as the son and heir of Lucy Turet.

13th and 14th centuries. The enlargement of the Norman Church.

Contemporary Events. ,
D? te ? f N

,^
e of Length of

Institution. Vicar. Vicariate.

1260. The taxation of the living
1263. Sir Ralph de Blanch- 1260 John de Lesnewth 14

minster's suit
. 1270. Approximate date of

the Blanchminster

effigy
Previous to 1277. Death of

Sir Ralph and of his

son, Sir Reginald
1279 Andrew de Caynes uncertain

69
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The list extends over 657 years and contains the names of

thirty-five vicars. At least two names are lost, making not less

than thirty-seven in all. The average length of each incumbency
was thus about twenty-three years. John Langeston's long
vicariate extended over a period of forty-six years, Walter Cryk
coming next with forty-three, and William Waddon with forty-
one. 'The loss of what would be the third name on the list,

following Andrew de Caynes, is accounted for by the disappear-
ance of Bishop Bytton's Register, covering the years 1292-1307.
It would be the missing vicar probably who was for a while

imprisoned in the Castle at Launceston.
The exact date of John Langeston's death is uncertain, and the

name of his successor has been lost. Langeston, doubtless owing
to the consciousness of failing power, resigned his Feoffeeship of .

Popys Place in i486, where he had been vicar for forty-five years-
In 1492 a deed refers to him as

" now deceased." We may take

it that he died somewhere about 1487, after an exceptionally long
and active career. The building of the Perpendicular aisle has

been ascribed to his incumbency. That he was a trusted parish

priest appears from his having been the leading Feoffee for the

Hele and Ponte, and also for the Popys Place Charities. 1

In his deed of re-enfeoffment of Popys Place in i486 Langeston
defines the purpose of the Charity, viz. that the feoffees should

allow the brethren and sisters of the stock of the Holy and Hye
Cross in the church and parish of S. Andrew the Apostle of

Stratton or their wardens with the profits of the enfeoffed lands

and tenements, to maintain and solemnize an annual obit for the

souls of the said John Langeston, clerk, and the brothers and

sisters of the fraternity, as from of old time they have been accus-

tomed in the said church ; and with the residue of the rents etc.

they were to pay for the stipend of a priest to celebrate divine

service in the said church on behalf of the brothers, sisters, and

benefactors of the stock (Goulding, No. 10 and p. 37a). It is as if

he saw that other influences would prevail, whereas the mind ol

the old vicar is set on the spiritual charge of his people. In 1593
the stock of the parish is exhibited as being put to quite different

purposes, no mention being made of any religious object. The

obits would of course have been extinguished by the act relating

to chantries in 1545. •

The long interval of fifty-five years between the death of

Langeston and the resignation of Carlyon who follows him on the

list is too long to be covered by a single vicariate, and we must

assume here the loss of an intermediate name. We have no

1 The enfeoffement deed describes Popys Place as
"
near the bank

of the Sea in the parish of Stratton." Among the witnesses were Sir

John Colshull, then probably residing -at Binhar^y, and Sir John
Arundell Trerys.
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record of Carlyon's institution. His name first comes before us as

signatory of a Feoffee deed in 1529 and his signature of the

contract for the new screen in 1531, following second after Sir

John Chamond makes it almost certain that he was then vicar.

The name is spelt Rychard Carlyghan in both deeds. John
Carlyon was Prior of Launceston not later than 1521,

1 and it

would seem as if Richard Carlyon owed his appointment to

Stratton to his being a relative of the Prior, in which case his

institution could not have been later than 1521 and may have
been earlier. On his resignation in 1542 Carlyon secured for him-
self a pension of ^3 4s. 4d. from his successor Gerendus. The
Counte Booke entry, the year following Carlyon's death, refers to

a cofer which was of
' '

the gyft of S. Rychard Carlyon vicar of this

church of late," which was sold to heddon of pancras wyke for

xiij s. iiij d., and to a payment of
j
d. for a kay. The cofer was

no doubt a bequest from the late vicar to his church. All the

presentations previous to that of John Gerendus were by the
Prior and Convent of Launceston. The change in the manner of

appointment of Gerendus marks the transition from the old

regime. By the Acts of 1536-9 all the monasteries had been

suppressed and their revenues granted to the Crown. The last

prior of Launceston compounded by acknowledging the royal
supremacy and was granted a pension of ^100 from the revenues
of the monastery. The monasteries had been for some time in

various ways anticipating the storm which was to fall upon them
by taking measures to obtain present value for their prospective
rights, and already in 15 15 the Priory at Launceston had parted
no doubt for a sufficient money value with the next presentation
to the living of Stratton to Richard Mylle of Launceston. Mylle,
a tanner, was mayor of the borough. Accordingly the next

appointment to Stratton after the resignation of Carlyon is by
Mylle's presentation.
Gerendus entered on his charge of the parish in difficult times.

In 1548, the second year of Edward VI, the new Communion
Book was issued by royal proclamation. The young king was
only nine years old on his succession to the throne, and the use
of his name was of course no more than a formality, the real

power being in the hands of the political chiefs of the Privy
Council. Gerendus had no doubt taken his part in the rebuilding
of the chancel, in which now on Easter Day 1548 the English
Communion Service took the place of the Latin mass. Next year
on Whitsunday the new Prayer Book came into use. The
people were generally unprepared lor the change. If they had
not understood the Latin tongue in which their services had been
conducted, still long familiarity had enabled them to follow the
sense. It fell to Gerendus to prepare his people for the intro-

1 Oliver's Monasticon.
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duction of the new Service Books and to help to reconcile them
to the new aspect of the church when the altars were taken down
and the images and pictures of the Saints removed.
Whether his own sympathies lay on the side of the new order

or the old we have no means of knowing. The only entry in the
Counte Booke which might possibly enlighten us refers to the pay-
ment out of the church funds of 28 s. "for a compulsion and other

charges about Mr. Vicar," but the date of the entry in 1547, the

year before the new order came into effect, leaves the reference

doubtful. Gerendus had submitted to the stripping of the

church, the dispersal of the rich accessories of the old services, the

substitution of the more rigid forms of the new Prayer Book for

the old Mass Books with all their rich ceremonial and ritual.

Possibly he himself was not averse on the whole to the changes,
for when by another turn of the wheel on the accession of Mary
the return was made to the old forms of worship, he shortly

resigned. His successor,. William Martyn, was presented by
Philip and Mary. Mary's short reign came to an end in 1558 and
in the following year the English Prayer Book once more took the

place of the old Latin services. 1

We may notice that William Edwards, vicar 1635-63, con-

tinued to hold his office during the time of the Rebellion when the

fighting which raged round Stamford Hill no doubt extended to

the streets of Stratton and must have threatened the little

Vicarage which nestled below the church. Tradition has it that the

the people of Stratton inclined towards the Parliamentarian side,
and that the church tower itself came under fire, while the
Parliamentarian soldiers stabled their horses in the church.

There can be no question, however, of the loyalty of the Stratton

giant, Anthony Payne, who followed Sir Bevil Grenville through
all the troubles of the war, and finally brought home his master's

body, after Sir Bevil had fallen in the disastrous engagement at

Lansdowne Hill near Bath. Parson Edwards lived on to see the

1 Towards the end of the sixteenth century the clergy seem to have
fallen on bad times, judging from the stockwardens' accounts. In 1597
4d. was subscribed to Sr John Tucker vicar of Weeke St. Marye"
having a Testimoniall." In 1587 they had "

lounte vnto mr lauernce
Robinson vicker of Stratton by the Consent of the parishe x li. ; and
it is not till 1600 that they note they had received

"
1 s. of the parson of

Marham Churche in parte of payment of his debte." (He had left

Stratton in the previous year.) Is poverty accountable for the further
item in 1601 ?

"
paid George Jueli to go to the parson of Marham churche

to demand the Bible 00 00 02." He seems to have died shortly after,

the Rev. Jasper Robinson (probably his brother) succeeding him at

Marham church in 1603. The latter's gravestone lies on the floor of that

church, giving, oddly enough, the date of his induction to Stratton
as 1699. B.S.
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return of Charles II in 1660, and the enforcing in'the following
year of the Prayer Book services on the clergy by the new Act of

Uniformity, requiring under heavy penalties the attendance of

the parishioners at their parish church. In consequence of this

some two thousand rectors and vicars, or about one-fifth of the

clergy, including the most learned and active of their order, were
driven from their livings. From this time dates the influence of

Nonconformity on the religious and political life of England.
With the appointment of William Martyn who followed John

Gerendus in 1555 the advowson of Stratton together with the
other possessions of the Launceston Priory had fallen to the
Prince of Wales as Duke of Cornwall, and the presentations were
thereafter either by the Prince, or, as usually happened, during
his minority, by the reigning Sovereign. Accordingly the

presentations to Stratton bring before us a goodly number of the

kings and queens of England, commencing with Philip and Mary
and then Elizabeth down to the late King Edward VII. On
referring to the foregoing Table of Vicars in which the patrons are
mentioned it will be seen that the only Dukes of Cornwall who
as such presented to Stratton were George Frederick Prince of

Wales, Albert Edward Prince of Wales, and Edward Albert
Prince of Wales, who nominated the present vicar, the Rev.
Cyril Leslie Jones, m.a.



CHAPTER XI

THE ARUNDELL MONUMENT AND THE AVERY TABLET

The Arundell monument stands in the eastward extension of

what was once the south transept, not far from the spot where
we have supposed that its predecessor, the Blanchminster
monument would have stood in early days. The following

description is taken from Mr. Dunkin's Monumental Brasses of
Cornwall : "At the east end of the south aisle of Stratton Church
is an altar tomb consisting of a slab of black marble supported by
masonry and wooden pillars. The slab is inlaid with the effigies

of Sir John Arundell, Knt., his two wives, their children, shields

of arms, and a border band of brass, thus inscribed :

' Here lythe
buried Sir John Arundell Trerise Knyght who praysed be god
Dyed in the lorde the xxv Daye of November in the yeare of oure
Lorde god MCCCCCLXJ and in the iij

xx and vij yeare of his age.
Whose soul now Resteth wyth the Faythfull chrystians in our
Lorde.' Sir John is represented in armour, wearing his helmet,
and standing between his two wives. There were two children

between these effigies, but one is missing, and below the wives are

two groups, three boys and seven girls ; from the mouth of each

proceeds a label on which his or her Christian name is engraved.
According to this inscription Sir John died in 1561, but this is a

year in error, the date given in an inquisition taken on oath after

his death being November 26, 1560. . . . There were originally
four shields of arms on this brass, but two have been lost."

Since Mr. Dunkin saw the monument, the masonry casing with
the wooden pilasters which was in a very poor condition has been
rebuilt with stones cut from the tower pinnacles and the old poly-

phant arches. This Sir John Arundell was a more notable person
in the county than would be gathered from the modest record on
his tomb. Of the three branches of the Arundell family, the

Lanherne, Trerice, and Tolcarne Arundells, the Trerice branch,

though by no means the wealthiest, was not the least distin-

guished. The Sir John of the monument lived under five

sovereigns, from Henry VI to Elizabeth. He was a favourite

at Court, and was popularly known as "Jack of Tilbury."
He was the eldest son of Sir John Arundell by Jane, daughter of

Sir Thomas Grenville, who after the death of her first husband
married Sir John Chamond of Launcells. His mother's will,

76
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dated 1 Jan., 1551, expresses her desire to be buried in the
church at Stratton between the bodies of her first and second

husbands, from which we gather that the Sir John of the monu-
ment was not the only member of his family interred in the

church. He was a minor at the death of his father in 1515 ;

later on he was M.P. for the county and twice Sheriff, and he also

held the important office of Vice-Admiral of the West. Henry VIII
made him his Esquire of the body, and in 1520 he was entrusted
with the preparations for the reception of the Emperor at

Canterbury. In 1523 he captured after a long sea fight a noted
Scotch pirate, Duncan Campbell, who had for a long time scourged
the coasts, whereupon the Duke of Norfolk wrote to him in the

King's behalf, requesting him to bring his prisoner before the

King, and thanking him for his valiant courage and bold enter-

prise in the premises. Again in 1553 Queen Mary wrote to him,

requiring him with his friends and neighbours to see the Prince of

Spain most"honourably entertained if he fortuned to land in

Cornwall. Sir John married twice, his first wife being Mary,
daughter and heir of John Bevyll of Gwarnick, by whom he had
two children, Roger and Katherine, and on her death he married

Juliana, daughter of James Eryssy of Eryssy, having issue by his

second marriage two sons, John and Richard, and seven daughters,
Margaret, Marie, Jane, Phelipe, Grace, Margery, and Annes.

Roger is stated to have been a lunatic, and to have died in his

father's lifetime
; John, the son of his second marriage, inherited

Trerice, and in his turn served as Sheriff for the County.
But the mantle of the grandfather, Jack of Tilbury, fell upon
this Sir John's son, another Sir John, known to his compeers as

Jack for the King
"

or
"
Jack game to the toes

"
for his good

service to King Charles I. He was present at the routing of the
Parliamentarians on Braddock Down, and later he sustained a
live months' siege in Pendennis Castle which he held for the King.
Summoned by Fairfax to surrender within two hours, he replied :

" and having taken less than two minutes' resolution, 1 resolve

that I will rather bury myself before I deliver up this castle to
such as fought against his majesty, and that nothing you threaten
me with is formidable to me in respect of the loss of loyalty and of

conscience." The garrison was, however, starved out on the
16th of the following August, Pendennis being the last castle but
one in the kingdom to surrender to the Parliament ; and its brave
defenders were permitted to march out with full honours of war.

The Arundells at Efford

According to Carew a Ralph Arundell matched with the
heiress of Trerice in the time of Edward III (1327-77, the present
mansion dates from 1573). Another hundred years and more
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passed before the Arundells came to Efford. In the Inquisitions
of 1336, 1346, and 1351 Thomas de Waunford appears as the
holder of the knight's fee in Efford. Next a Thurlibeare of
Launcells married the daughter and heir of John de Waunford,
Lord of Ebbingford, in the time of Henry IV (1399-1413), and
made it his residence

; till at length in the time of Edward IV
(1461-83) the daughter and heir of these Thurlibeares married
Arundell of Trerice. But a slightly earlier connection of the
Arundells with Efford must be presumed from the signature of a

John Arundell of Trerice occurring as witness to a Popys Place
deed in 1448 in company with John Colshill, then presumably
resident at Binhamy.

It is evident from the frequent mention of the Arundells in the
Stratton Churchwardens' Counte Book that Efford was a favourite
seaside residence for the family at Trerice. A quaint story is

told of the first Arundell at Efford, when, as Vice-Admiral of

Cornwall he was sent to retake St. Michael's Mount from the Earl
of Oxford, who was holding it against the King. It is recorded
that this Sir John had removed from Efford, giving heed to a

prophecy that he would be killed on the sands, yet he did not
arrest his fate, for on the sands he lost his life in 1471, being killed

in a skirmish, and his remains lie in the Chapel of St. Michael's
Mount (Carew). The male line of the family became extinct by
the death of the 4th baron, John, in 1768 ; and subsequently
Trerice and Efford passed into the hands of the present holder of

Efford, Sir T. D. Acland, Bart.

Many are the references to the Arundells of Efford, as has been
said, in the Stratton Churchwardens Counte Booke. In 1520,
for example, there is the mention of knells rung for one of the
Arundells in Stratton Church, and other entries speak of the
Arundell of the times presenting vestments to the church.
Mention is made in the Exeter Register of a Licence given to

Walter Cryk, vicar of Stratton in the year 1400 to celebrate
Divine Service in the chapel of the Holy Trinity and of St.

Michael's of Bude and the Chapel of St. Leonard's of Efford, and
a little later licence is given to Thomas Arundell and Margary his

wife for Oratories
"
in all their mansions in Cornwall." The

multiplication of private chapels attached to the homes of the

principal landowners was something more than a personal con-
venience to their inmates since it also afforded opportunity to
the parishioners in the outlying hamlets to be present at the
Divine Service, rendered no doubt with somewhat less elabora-
tion of ritual by the domestic chaplain in the oratory of the great
house within easy reach of their homes.
The only other old tablet of any interest in the church is the

slate slab, now placed in the recess over the vestry door, where was
the old opening on the screen. The inscription given below
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preserves in verse the memory of Mr. John Avery, one of the

Eight-Men or Feoffees of the Stratton Charities who died in 1691.
It runs as follows :

Near by this place interred doth lye,
One of the Eight, whose memory

» Will last and fragrant be to all posteritie.
He did revive the stock & store ;

He built the almshouse for the Poor ;

Manag'd so well was the revenue ne'er before.

The Church he loved & beautified,

His highest glory and his pride ;

The sacred altar shews his private zeal beside.

A book he left for all to view
The accounts which are both just & true ;

His owne discharge & a good precedent to you.
Be silent then of him that's gone ;

Touch not, I mean, an imperfection,
For he a pardon has from the Almighty throne.

Look to your ways, each to his trust ;

That when you thus are laid in dust.
Your actions may appear as righteous & as just.

Copied from Lyson's
"
Cornwall

"
in his Magna Britannia.

The allusion to his zeal for the sacred altar refers to the gift of

a silver paten which bears his name and still preserves his

memory at the holy service. The writer has been informed by
the Rev J. F. Chanter that a tradesman bearing the name of

Avery was practising his trade as goldsmith in the city of Exeter
in the year in which John Avery presented the paten and, more-

over, that the trade-marks on the paten are. exactly those which
were in use by the Exeter Avery <&t this time and which were

changed shortly afterwards. It may be inferred that the Exeter

goldsmith of the same name was a son or other relation of the
Stratton Feoffee, and it would be not unlikely that the fact of his

having a near relation who was a goldsmith had itself suggested
the gift.



CHAPTER XII

THE RESTORATION OF THE OLD CHURCH

The most cursory inspection of the church before the restora-

tion carried out in 1888 would have been sufficient to show that

time had laid its heavy hand on the fabric and that it was in

serious need of repair. The wall of the north arcade could be

seen leaning a foot from the perpendicular. The tower stood in

need of repointing ;
the polyphant entrance doorway and the old

traceried windows were much decayed ; the pinnacles were

unsafe, and the lightning conductors were worse than useless.

Many unsuspected defects revealed themselves further during
the progress of the work.

It having been decided at a general meeting that the restora-

tion of the tower should be undertaken as a memorial of Queen
Victoria's Jubilee, and that the church should be restored

throughout, a representative local committee was appointed to

collect subscriptions and to carry out the work. Plans had already
been prepared by Messrs St. Aubyn and Wadling, architects,

London. The contract of Mr. Ross Heard of Bude was accepted,
Messrs. Edwards of Camborne being associated with him for the

woodwork repairs, Mr. John Crutchett being clerk of the works.

The total cost of the restoration came to something over ^2000,
and when the church was reopened, it was free of debt and with

a small balance in hand. The intention of the architect and com-

mittee was that nothing of the old work should be interfered

with which could in any way be retained, and that nothing new
should be added which was not necessary for the maintenance of

the structure. 1 The restoration was to be conservative through-

out, and the hands of the restorers passed reverently over the old

building, replacing only what was decayed, strengthening what

remained.
It would be a tedious business to attempt to enumerate all the

necessary repairs and renovations included in a church restora-

tion ;
in which the accumulated wear and tear of close on eight

centuries must he overtaken and made good. And yet something
must be said, if only to show that the effect has been not in any

t
1 With certain exceptions, e.g. the enlarged W. window to aisle and

the three eastern arches of the N. arcade, referred to later. B.S.
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degree to transform the old building, and at the same time to

guide the eye of the observer to its original features which have
been so carefully preserved.

1

The old west Decorated doorway of polyphant stone, which
formed the entrance to the tower, had become greatly defaced by
exposure to the westerly gales. This was now replaced by a new
doorway of Ham Hill stone, similar in design to the old. New
belfry lights also replaced the old ones with their traceried heads,
the decayed pinnacles, the finials of which had been lost, were

replaced by new pinnacles, the exact copies of the old, with the
addition of finials, bringing the extreme height of the tower to

ninety feet ; the battlements, on which an old date may be traced,
were repaired. The flagstaff is the gift of Mr. Philip King of

Widdies.
Within the church the roofs of the nave and aisles were straight-

ened and brought back into place, by no means an easy piece of

work, seeing that the woodwork of the nave had spread as much
as nine inches. The roofs were reslated throughout, the old
slates being used where possible ;

the old crosses were replaced by
new crosses of varied design. A new west window took the place

1
Already for some years before some slight progress had been made

in certain directions both in the way of structural repairs and in the
decoration of the church. The old decayed tracery and stonework of

the windows in the two aisles had been renewed mainly through the
exertions of W. Rowe, Esq., who had held the place of churchwarden
for a large number of years. The fine window with its granite tracery
and jambs at the east end of the south aisle was left untouched.
Stained glass had also been inserted in the windows, one or two at the
west end of the south aisle being the work of Messrs Lavers and
Barraud, one of them a memorial window to the late Edward Shearme,
Esq., of Cothill, Stratton. Other stained-glass windows have also been
added since. The chancel walls had also been repaired, the south
wall being in great part rebuilt, and new windows inserted on the
north and south sides ; a little later the chancel was enriched by
the fine stained glass representing the four evangelists with their

emblems by Morris. The chancel roof had also been repaired. In
addition to this a great improvement had been effected at the west end
of the church by the removal of the three galleries and of the lath-and-

plaster partition which blocked the tower-arch and on which was
King Charles' letter of thanks to his Cornish people. The floor within
the tower which had at some time been erected for the convenience of
the ringers, had also been removed. The new clock had been placed in
the tower to commemorate the recovery of Edward, Prince of Wales,
from his serious illness in 1872. The old clock had long since ceased
to point, though it still struck, the hours, the hands being regularly set

right by Harry Maynard, one of the ringers, every Sunday morning when
he tolled the day of the month at 10 a.m. The face of the new clock has
been subsequently raised to a higher stage so that it can now be seen
from the lower part of the town.
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of a smaller light in the west 1
aisle, the stonework of which was

much decayed. The making good of the foundations of the north
wall of the church and of those of the south arcade was a work of
much urgency and also of considerable difficulty. The need for it

arose owing to the repeated lowerings of the floor to give an effect
of greater height to the roof, so that the foundation of the north
wall was seen to be some two feet above the inner floor level.

This had to be excavated and underpinned, and the loose outer
face of the wall in part rebuilt. A discovery was made during the
work of reconstruction which has not been explained. In the
loose rubble on the top of the wall, and also on the top of the
north arcade wall, were found several tips of cows' horns, two to
three inches long. A suggestion has been made that they were
placed there as a protection against evil spirits who were supposed
to infest the churchyard on the north side. It was perhaps for

this reason that a north door was commonly provided, which was
opened at baptisms for the exorcism, so that the evil spirit

might depart to his proper ground.
The underpinning of the pillars of the south arcade was a

delicate piece of work, for which the utmost care was required,
involving as it did the shoring up of the arches. The writer can
recall his sensations when, on coming into the church, he found
one of the tall granite pillars hanging apparently free like a

pendulum, while the footings beneath it were being rebuilt.

The one structural work by which the aspect of the church was
in any way altered was the rebuilding of the north arcade through-
out on the original lines. This was rendered imperative owing to
the wall of the arcade leaning over some nine inches to the north.

The three westernmost arches and pillars which had been left

untouched by the builders of the screen in the sixteenth century
were rebuilt, stone by stone, as they stood, the old levels being
carefully noted and followed. The three arches in the eastern
section of the arcade, so maltreated by the screen builders, were
of necessity rebuilt. It being considered impossible to leave them
in their deformed condition, they were replaced by new arches

following the original design, thus bringing the arcade back to the

graceful symmetry of its fourteenth-century original. Solid

masonry footings were also built below the bases of the pillars to

replace the cores of clay soil on which they had been allowed to

rest when the floor level was lowered. It will be noticed that one
of the new pillars stands on a carved base. This is the original
base which, after having been raised to do duty as a capital, has
been lowered once more to its original position. Brackets pro-

jecting from the wall of the arcade now support the footings of the

aisle roof principals which had been pressed in and contracted

through the leaning over of the arcade to such an extent that it

1
Presumably the north aisle is meant.—B.S.
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was found impossible to strengthen them. The whole floor level

of the church, the numerous graves having first been filled in, is

now covered over by a concrete layer. The fine carved sixteenth-

century bench-ends, all of which have been carefully preserved,
have been placed in the two aisles, north and south, the centre
nave being seated with chairs. The Jacobean pulpit was placed
on a base of Corsham stone in place of the earlier wooden
pedestal. The carved screen which now runs across the church
from north to south has been placed in the church subsequently,
in part as a memorial to Miss Anne Shearme of Cothill, a deeply
and widely regretted Church worker. The fine organ, by Lewis,
London, was given by Miss Emma King, the brass lectern by
Mr. Philip King.
A later improvement is the placing in the tower of a fine peal

of eight bells from the firm of Taylor & Co., Loughborough. The
new chimes have been added by John King, Esq., now deceased,
an old Captain of the Tower and noted ringer, in memory of the
late Mrs. John King.
The restoration was loyally carried out by the principal

contractor, the late Mr. Ross Heard of Bude and under his

constant supervision. An inscription on a stone in the wall of the
north arcade, recording the date of the restoration, bears the
names of the Rev. F. J. Bone, m.a., as vicar, and Messrs. W. Rowe
and H. Trewin, churchwardens. The subscription List contained
close on two hundred names, and comprised sums varying from
^50 to 6cl. It is a pleasure to record that among them were
the names of some who, while they did not share in its worship,
yet showed their interest in by helping the fund for the preserva-
tion of the old fabric and the tower. The blessing of God has

manifestly rested on the work in the completion of an under-

taking by no means devoid of risk at certain points, but which
was carried through without any accident to life or limb.

The church was reopened on Thursday, September 27, 1888.
At the first celebration the Bishop of Marlborough was the
Celebrant ; Dr. Cowie, Dean of Exeter, preached at Matins, and
the Bishop of Marlborough at Evensong on Strengthening the

things that remain. Laus Dko.
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A noticeable feature in the church is that the tower lies to the south
of the central line of the nave. It will be found also that the pillars of
the two aisles, while parallel, do not exactly face one another. Further,
a careful inspection of the plan of the church shows that in certain
cases the church walls, east and west, are not square with the rest of
the church. This defect appears in the E. wall of the chancel (WX on
the plan) and also in the E. wall (UV) of the S. aisle and the W. wall

(OP) of the N. aisle. The error appear too consistent to have arisen

out of simple carelessness, and must be due to causes in the early
conditions of the church. Now if we look at the line AB in the plan
of the Norman church which marks the line of the foundations of the

original nave wall, it will be seen that it inclines south (looking west-

ward) of the present central line of the nave. We have here the key
to the divergences which we have noticed in the present plan of the
church. The existing centre line of the nave dates from the fourteenth

century, when the N. aisle was added to the church, and it does not

correspond with the old centre line HQ of the Norman church. The
divergences which we have noticed arose in some cases at least

owing to building on old foundations of earlier work which of course
conformed to the axis of the Norman church. This is what appears to

have happened in the case of the east wall of the chancel and the east

wall of the south aisle, and caused the eccentricity of the tower.
In the south aisle the present east end RS has taken thie place

of an earlier wall which must have been the end wall of an enlarged

transept, unless, as may have happened, the transept on the south side

had already given place to a twelfth or thirteenth-century aisle. In the

same way the east wall of the chancel by its conformity to the original
axis shows that there must have stood here an earlier wall which would
be the end of an enlarged chancel. We are thus led to the conclusion
that before the end of the thirteenth century the chancel area had been

enlarged to its present dimensions, and also that the south transept
had been prolonged eastward, or else that a whole twelfth or thirteenth-

century aisle had been added on the south side of the church. 1 It will

be further seen that to account for the eccentricity of the tower we have
been led to assume the existence of an earlier tower in the Norman
church. It is suggested that the slight alteration made in the centre

line of the nave on the occasion of the building of the new* N. aisle

was due to the impossibility of bringing back the roof rafters which
had been spread outwards by the pressure of the nave roof.

1 It is otherwise difficult to see why the S. (Perpendicular) piers should face the N.

(Decorated) piers on the basis of the old alignment, not the new. If they occupied the site

of Early English piers it is explicable.
—B.S.
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APPENDIX B

THE CHURCH AND THE PEOPLE

The Layman's Service

As we turn the pages of the Counte Booke, the picture of the church

and the officiating clergy in the chancel and the congregation outside

in the nave rises plainly before our eyes. The day began with the

recitation by the clergy of the church of the morning offices, the

services on which our Matins and Evensong are based, with their

numerous Psalms,
1
followed, it might be, by a Low Mass. This was

their preparation for the greater services of the day ; at these earlier

services the laity were not present. The layman's service was the

High Mass at which on Sundays and holidays he was always expected
to be present, and which was said at the principal altar, with lights

(not on the altar) and incense and occasionally, on Sundays without
doubt always, accompanied with music. On all holidays the gentle
before they went forth hunting, the merchant before opening his

books,, the villager before he took himself to the village sports, heard
Mass. (On the river bridges outside the larger towns chapels were

provided where the traveller delayed his journey to hear Mass.)

The Mass Priests

The "
hye auter

" was not the only one where Mass* was said ; if

anyone were late for the High Mass, or if, as might be, he had some
other favourite altar (St. Armyll's for example) he had opportunities
for hearing Mass at one of the four side altars in the church. So soon
as the altars were free, the Mass priests as the were called, the

parishioners' priest of the Stock of the fraternity of the Hye Cross, the

Chantry priest, and maybe other priests whose special duty it was to

say Masses for the souls of the departed, would be ready at the altars

prepared for them. The Counte Booke has something to say about
these additional priests attached to the church, in 1513 "to pay for

the priest's wages x s." ; and in the same year
"

for my lady parcevale
ys meneday to iiij priestes, & for bred & ale ij s. ij d." 2

Again in 1519
xiij s. iiij d. is paid to the priest, and in 1535 there is an entry

"
for

mendyng the priestes chamber ij s." If, as has been presumed, the

present south aisle had been under construction previous to this date,
the priest's chamber, presuming it to have been in the church, could •

only have been in the tower, where he must have had cold lodging. The
entry in 1514

"
rec. for Genkyn priest ys Gyfte

"
refers probably to a

gift made to Genkyn for his services. The last mention we have of the

priests is in 1540,
"
the priest dyd sue for the buckes v d."

The Mass priests were held in small esteem, and their presence about
the churches in such numbers was one of the causes of the growing
discontent. In general they knew just enough Latin to enable them to

say Mass. They lived on a small pittance, making their home in some
1 The Psalter was said through weekly.
* Lady Percival's meneday was the day on which masses were said for the repose of

her soul.
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two-roomed cottage, the sitting-room without a fire-place and an open
chimney in the centre. Sometimes, but not at Stratton, there would be
a priest's chamber over the porch. With the dissolution of the
chantries by Henry VIII and the confiscation of their revenues to the

King in 1545, the Mass priests disappeared from the church. They were
left dependent on precarious charity, and subject to the severe regula-
tions of the Parliament under which sturdy beggars and vagabonds
were liable to be whipped and put in the stocks. Some became tailors,

some carpenters, some even kept ale houses. 1 It has been stated above
that the last entry in the Stratton Counte Booke referring to the

priests is in 1540, just five years before the passing of the Act. In 1546
it is the vicar who receives the fee (xij d.) from the churchwardens for

Seynt Armyll's meneday.

The Clarke and the Beddman

No mention is made in the Counte Booke of laymen in minor orders

not infrequently attached to a church, whose duty it was to assist the

church clergy in the services and to act when needed as servers at the

mass. Their place may have been taken by the clarke and the beddman,
both of whom appear in the Counte Booke. In 1561 the church-
wardens receive

"
of John Kedner the old clarke, viij d." for half a

year's rent for his chamber. The clarke had his cofer in the church,
"
1530 payd for a key to the dark ys cofer ij d," and in 1565

"
paid to

the yeryshman for menden of the dark ys chamber iiij d."

Mention is also made of the
" beddman "

or bedesman. In 1556 his

rochette, costing xvj d., is provided by the churchwardens. Probably
he was in the enjoyment of some church charity and under the obliga-
tion of saying his bedes or prayers in constant attendance upon the

church services. The wearing of a rochette shows that he was engaged
in the chancel as choirman or server. The bedman's "

schowle xij d."

in 1529 marks him out also as having other duties about the church.

Injrequency of Communions

Occasional mention is made of the
"
howslyn towels

" which were

held before the rails at the time of the Communion, and also of the

"hoaslyn" 2 or
"
synging bred," the names given to the specially

prepared breads used at the mass. The infrequency of the entries

suggests that, while the laity were regular in their attendance at the

mass, they did not as a rule communicate.
The custom for the generality seems to have been to receive the

Communion three times a year, or possibly once only at Easter.

Giraldus who wrote about the year 1200 says that the laity
"
may

receive often or seldom as their conscience dictates . . . not daily, but

at least three times in the year, at Christmas, Easter and Pentecost, or

at least at Easter, as is now the custom "
;
and after his time Com-

munions did not tend to become more frequent.
3 The usual day for

communicating was Maunday Thursday, the Thursday in Holy Week.

1 Burnett, ii. 154.
* From the Latin word "

hostia," a sacrifice.

3 Comp. Chaucer in The Parsone's Tale : And certes once a year at the least way it is

lawful to be houseld, for soothly once a year all things in the earth renovalen."
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Sermons

Sermons were infrequent, and seemingly not too popular. The

people came to church to worship rather than to hear sermons. The
parish priest was bidden often to explain the Gospel to the people, so

that they might not be ignorant of the way of salvation, but as a rule he
had little inclination and less gift for preaching, and his sermons were

mostly limited to instructions before the Great Festivals to prepare his

people for their communions. There was, it must be remembered, no

pulpit in the church and no pews, the priest speaking from the altar

steps. Even during the hour of worship, the people in the body of the
church were free to come and go as they pleased. Little reverence was
paid to the body of the church ; the chancel, where the holy mysteries
were celebrated, was the home of their worship ; the open space outside

belonged to the people, and it was not considered unseemly to make use
of it for quite secular purposes. The justices might meet there and
other parish business be transacted. Against the walls likely enough
might be seen bags of corn and of wool, stored in the church for safe

protection. The clergy had their seats in the chancel, and in the early
times the body of the church, as has been said, was left free. The
seating of the church was no doubt gradual ; to begin with it would be

principally for women. Thus we read in the Counte Booke of the

settyng up of my lady's pew in 1546. The making of the pulpytt
follows in 1547, and no doubt it was the setting up of the pulpit in the
nave which led to the introduction of the pews in the body of the
church.
The carved seat-ends which have been carefully preserved are,

according to Gilbert, the county historian, of fifteenth and sixteenth-

century workmanship, but it seems more reasonable to suppose that

they are all of one century, and that the sixteenth. (The crowned M
for Mary shown on one or two of the bench-ends is probably a remin-
iscence of earlier work.) They display, according to Gilbert, the
armorial bearings of the Kempthornes who came into possession of the

great tithes after the Reformation, and also of the Arundells, Grenvilles,
and others connected with those families. From the Kempthornes,
he adds, they passed into the hands of their successors, the Waddons,
and they have since been sold in parcels.

The Church Music

The proficiency of the English in the knowledge and practice of
music in the early times was far greater than is generally recognized.
From the twelfth down to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

England led the way, and in this developement the West Country may
claim to have had its share. An anonymous author, writing probably
about 1 185, says that to organists in that part of England which is

called the West Country is due the discovery of the true tuning and
qualities of the interval called the minor third—a discovery which
led to a revolution in the art of musical composition throughout Europe.
The glee and the anthem are English creations. And not in organ
music only, but in instrumental music generally, England was in
advance of the other nations of Europe. Henry V took an English
choir with him to the Continent. In the sixteenth century, we are
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told, English instrumentalists were in as great demand abroad as

foreign musicians have been since in Great Britain. Music was a

universal accomplishment. In the days of Q. Elizabeth and King
James the bass viol hung on the wall for the amusement of waiting
visitors, and the lute, cithern, and virginals were the necessary furni-

ture of the barber's shop. The workman sang at his work, the carter

whistled, the milkmaid sang ballads, even the beggars had their

special songs.
1

Churches had their organs even in Saxon times. In the Stratton

Counte Booke the
"
organs

"
(always in the plural number) come

periodically under repair. At one time a corde is wanted for the

Organs, in 1560
"
a tresse for the organys j d." ;

in 1563 comes the

entry
"

for setten a glass ouer the organs iij s." ; in 1542
" the Organ

Maker for his ffee xij d." suggests a visit principally for the purpose of

tuning and cleaning ; when in 1534 a sum of xxvj s. viij d. is
"
payd to

the organ maker "
it would seem as if the old instrument was over-

hauled and renewed. A previous entry in 1526
"
for glue for mendying of

the organs j d." suggests that they stood in need of repair. Once more
in 1570 the organs are in need of slight repairs,

"
for a key & neles &

other thinges aboute the organs iiij d."

The viij pere of serpylles & iiij Rochet in the Church Inventories

point, as has been remarked, to a choir in the chancel in pre-Reforma-
tion times, but no payments are recorded in respect of the church

music ; probably they did not then come into the churchwardens'

accounts. From 1563 and onwards psalters, songebooks, tedeums,

begin to appear in the accounts ; in 1556
" v boyes

"
are introduced tem-

porarily into the quyer
"
to help a gainst crystemas," xxd and further

in 1562 a
"
mynster is hired to help play & syng iiij d." ; in 1564 there is

a
"
settyng forthe of seat for the quyre vj d." In 1559 a sauter booke is

purchased, costing xx d., and in 1570
"
a newe communion bocke and a

psalter in the same vj s." (books were still very expensive ; in 1547 for

example the
"

\ parte of a buck called Erasme came to vj s."). In 1563

songes for the .church that they bought att bodman xx d. ; in 1565
" new songes for the church ij s. ; 1567

"
a quer of paper for the

syngyne bockes for the church iiij d.," and in 1570
"
to Nicholas Oliver

of sent tives for a song of tedeum xii d." testify to the place still taken

by the music in the church services in Reformation times, while it

probably began to be of a more congregational type, the people joining,

it may be supposed, in the songes for the church. The service seems
still to have been sung as in old times, for we read in 1550 of

"
iij new

bockes notyd for matens & evensong yn yngglyssh xvj d." ;
these

would probably be choir books.

The Religion of the People

It cannot be questioned that the pre-Reformation age was an age of

deep religion, and especially of devotion to the Blessed Sacrament.

Piety was not confined to the people ; it extended to the Court and to

the camp. Edward IV drew up elaborate rules for his son's household.

He was to hear Mass privately with Matins in the early morning, and

afterwards, with all the members of his household who could be spared
from their duties, to attend a choral Mass "

by note with children,"

1 See an article on English Music in the Contemporary, July, 1917.
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i.e. choirboys. Not only in Saxon times, but until the Reformation,
one of the principal occupations of the women of the upper class was
to work exquisite vestments for churches. The confessor of Q. Margaret
of Scotland tells how "

her chamber was like a workshop of heavenly
manufacture." 1 The soldiers before they fought performed their

devotions. Before the battle of Agincourt they all fell on their knees

and, plucking one or two blades of grass or pieces of earth, put them
to their lips, to signify their desire to receive the Holy Communion
had it been possible.

It must not be supposed, however that then any more than now
all people lived up to the level of their devotions. Some honestly

attempted to do so, others made no pretence of it. The public
admonitions of the. Bishops bear witness to a general laxity. It

seems that the English nobles instead of going to church, would
have a hurried Mass said in their chamber before they rose from bed.

A Dominican preacher in the fourteenth century makes this serious

admission in regard to the carelessness of many of the lay people in

their manner of attending on the services of their church.
"

If there

should be a sermon about their salvation, some excuse themselves from

hearing it by saying that it is too late for them to remain. Even the

short time that they are in church, they spend in unnecessary talk, for-

getting that the house of Cod is the house of prayer." Even the Canons
in the Cathedral at Salisbury had to be reproved for their

"
babbling in

the choir so that the divine offices were interrupted and by their

gestures and impropriety of conduct the devotion of the people was
much diminished." In a review of the history of the times, published in

1566, the confession is made that there were
"
unworthy priests who

came to the holy priesthood not for devotion but for wealth, and some
others went into monasteries rather for ease than to serve God." These

unworthy priests were to be found mostly among the higher ranks of the

clergy and rarely among the parish priests who ministered to their

people for a small pittance and were deservedly popular. Business

too was growing in the towns. The Bishops complain that
"

in many
places there is a market in every Sunday throughout the year."
To correct what might otherwise be an untrue impression, we must

recall, on the other hand, the many examples of a devotion so fervid

that we in this age of more restrained Eeeling could not match it, when
the priest at the altar would occasionally stain the corporal with his

tears, while others Were ready to give their lives for the faith which

they held so dear. The devotions added to the missals in the shape
of collects which might be used at the discretion of the priest (pity that

they should be said in Latin) I)
were in many cases of extraordinary

beauty.
It is not to be supposed that the Reformation added anything to the

religious sentiment of the people. It was successful indeed in removing
from their devotions the superstitious accretions which had gathered
round them in the long course of time. It made a deep impression upon
some among the more educated class 9. It gave the Bible to the people.
It opened men's minds ; but its chief result on the people generally
was to diminish their reverence and their affection Eor their church and
its services, while in the case of the nobles and the gentry it appealed

1

English ladies were famous for theii aurifrygium or Phrygian work- ifi solid gold
wire or gold thread which bore the name of opus
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only to their greed. Of the stripping of the church in Stratton and the

dispersal of its ornaments at the Reformation we shall have to tell in
another chapter, but we may refer to the example set by Henry VIII—
Defender of the Faith as he called himself—losing to Sir Miles Partridge
at one cast of the dice four great bells, called Jesus bells, and the image
of St. Paul from the top of Paul's steeple in London.

APPENDIX C

The following account of the artistic culture of the English arising out
of their Church, and of the disastrous effect on the artistic tastes of the

people of the pillage of the churches is abridged from a chapter in

Dr. Jessop's Before the Great Pillage.
Before the seventh century closed each Saxon community had

become a parish, supervised by the priest with a disciplinary body of

functionaries behind him, and a church life in which, however he was
ground down by manorial exactions, there was scope for self-govern-
ment, independent organisation, self-help, self-reliance, self-respect,
as a member of a spiritual community over which not even a Norman
lord of the manor nor any other political magnate had any sort of

exclusive authority. This community was a self-governed community
in which every adult member, whether man or woman, had a voice, but

kept at the same time under a system of inspection and restraint by a
central ecclesiastical authority outside the parish boundaries.
The property of the parish grew and was always growing. It was

not the property of the priest but of the parish, and was held in trust

for the parish by the churchwardens, elected in the parish meeting to
which they rendered year by year a strict account. It was very rare for

any man or woman of substance enough to make a will to forget to
leave some sort of legacy to the church community as such. Very
common for instance were the bequests of a poor woman's wedding ring.
The parish churches were not built by the monks—the constant

complaint of the beneficed clergy was against the monasteries for

robbing them of their endowments. Nor were they built by the squires
—

in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries there were no squires. In
the fourteenth century there were incomparably fewer rich men in the

country than there are now. The parishes built the churches, and kept
them in repair ; if they should be remiss, the bishops and archdeacons

required them to perform their duty. The Episcopal Registers are full

of instances of churches that are ordered to be enlarged, re-roofed, re-

glazed, rebuilt after a fire or mischief from lightning.
It was the interest of the parishioners in their church life and in their

church that lifted them up above the poor and degrading conditions

to which they were reduced by manorial exactions and the squalor in

their homes. Without these interests and rights of self-government the

people must have infallibly become more brutal, stupid, sodden, and
cruel with every successive generation. All the tendency of the feudal

system was to keep the people down, ~all the tendency of the Church

system was to lift the people up.
The evidence is abundant and positive and is increasing year b
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year that the work done upon the fabric of the churches, and the other

work done in beautifying their interior, the screens, the paintings on
them and on the walls, the monumental brasses, embroidery of banners

and vestments, stained-glass, and all that vast aggregate of artistic

achievements which existed in immense profusion in our village

churches, till the frightful spoliation of those churches stripped them
bare—all this was in the main executed f|by local craftsmen. We
get bewildered at the astonishing wealth of skill and artistic feeling

which must have been in this England of ours in times which until

lately we had assumed to be barbaric times ; bewildered because we
cannot understand how it all came to a dead stop in a single generation,
not knowing that the frightful spoliation of our churches and other

parish buildings in the reign of Edward the Sixth by the horrible band
of robbers that carried on their detestable work effected such a hideous

obliteration, such a clean sweep of the precious treasures that were

dispersed in rich profusion over the whole land, that a dull despair of

what had been so ruthlessly pillaged crushed the spirit of the whole

nation, and art died out in rural England, and King Whitewash 1 and

Queen Ugliness ruled supreme for centuries.

APPENDIX D

SOME FURTHER ITEMS BEARING ON THE CUSTOMS AND LIFE OF THE
PARISH IN THE SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES

It is proposed in the section which follows to gather up some further

items in the stockwardens' accounts which have not so far been
noticed bearing on the customs and life of the days gone by. We are

hardly prepared for the interest shown by the parish in the news of the

execution of the unfortunate Mary Queen of Scots in 1587. We
see how it was carried to these remote parts in a time when there was,
no regular post.

' Unto Robert Sander & Thomas Badcocke for two

post horses & a man to fyche (fetch) them bake from holsarie (Hols-

worthy) when the Queen of Scote was fled xij d." 2 " vnto John Juell
weaier (weaver) to goe to boscascell for a post by night xvj d."

In 1601 the entry
"
paid the same tyme for A precepte from the Judge

for Cominge to Churche xij d." refers probably to the compulsory
attendance at the church service. A series of severe acts were passed
by Elizabeth's parliaments aimed at Romanists and Puritans alike, by
which absence from church was punished by a fine of £7.0 a month, and
if continued a year two sureties of ^200 each were to be given for future

good behaviour. The Judge's precept on this occasion may have had
reference to the carrying out of the Acts against recusants, cf. 1596

1 Cf. the Counte Dooke entry for 1551,
" Paid for whyttlymynge of the churches

iiij s. iiij d." Whitelimimg was universal throughout the Middle Ages. But previous
to the Reformation wall paintings were commonly added above. Afterwards the

Decalogue, the Creed and the Royal Arms took their place.—B.S.
2 The date shows that the news was of the execution of the Queen of Scots

;

"
fled

"

seems to be a clerical error, for our good stockwarden can hardly have been in ignorance
of Mary's having fled out of Scotland into England as long ago as 1567. But perhaps the
more probable explanation would be that the report had reached Stratton in this shape," bled "

being changed into
"

fled." (Or perhaps
" Xted "—executed—should be

read. B.S.)
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"
paid to william orchard for a Copye of a prescpt for the recusantes

ij d."
;

"
paid for on (one) of the constables expences and hors mete

when we were Comaunded to Com to Leskerd for the recusantes iij s."
It seems from an entry in 1596 that the nave of the church was still

liable to be used by the Justices for the transaction of public business
and further that on such occasions they had no scruples as to par-
taking at the public expense of what they may have considered needful
refreshment within the sacred building,

"
Payde for a quarte of wine

when the Justices sate at Church aboute the rate for the corne and the

tiplers xd."
Entries appearing from time to time of payments for relief from the

wearing of caps, 1598
"
paide ffor the whole paryshe ffor not wearinge

of Capps ij s. vj d." ; 1578
"
to the farmer Colwill for a discharge for

wearynge of hatts for this paryshe xx d." are explained by an Act in the
thirteenth year of Elizabeth prescribing the wearing of caps knytt
thicked and dressed in England upon Sabbaths and holydays by every
person except ladies, noble personages, lords, knights and gentlemen of
the position of 20 marks of land by the year, upon pain of forfeiture
for every day not so wearing the sum of 3s. 46.." The object of the
Act was to revive the trade of cap-making which had fallen into

decay owing to the disuse of caps.
The payment in 1589

"
to the howsse of correccyon & the gaille

viij s. viij d." shows that matters of local police were being attended to
in the midst of the war ; cf. 1597

"
paid to John westlake to goe

aboute the lande for William Cooke for Steallinge of Apples to knowe
the truthe ij d." Mention is also made in 1586 of

"
the makinge of the

stock the piller and the lepinge stoole xj s," and again in 1589.of
"
the

Reperyng of the pillar leipinnstowlle butts & Tymbarlyng vj s. viij d.,"
and in 1580 to the making of the Cookinge stoole ij s. vj d." 1 The butt
was the chair, called also the leeping and the cucking stool, in which
female offenders were liable to be tied and ducked in the water, the

process being repeated until they were within reach of being drowned. 1

Incontinency was also punishable by whipping and the provision of

passports (" pas botes "
in the accounts) for the removal of the offender

from the parish, by the use of which he or she might profit by the

charity of benevolent folk in other districts to which they might come,
cf. 1604

"
paid for making of two pasbotes for two that Lived in-

continently together iiij d." ; 1598
*'

gave to Jane furse for her relieffe

that was whipped & sent from West Downe to Trewroe bi pasbote ij d."

Only once do we find a nything in the nature of a payment for the sanita-
tion of the town and that, be it observed,

"
in tyme of secknes," 1591"

pd. the owlde bedlyme to made clene the strett in the tyme of

secknes viij d." (this would represent two days' work) : no doubt the

only drains ran in the open streets and emptied themselves in the little

river at the bottom of the town. Ten years before this the stockwardens
had paid 03 00 00 "

for Paveing the Streetes and mending the Picks."
The stockwardens took regular care of the bridges round the town ;

the towne bridge, xviij s. j d., Pinch bridge, 00 12 06, Bryant's Bridge

1 The original connection of the word "
cucking

"
is with cuckoo. The offender might

be charged with witchery or unfaithfulness or with nothing more serious than being a
scold.

" But" is the Cornish word still in use for a cart, from "boat"; a swing is

constantly termed a rue-but, "rue" being also an old word expressive of the physical
emotion of grief by swaying backwards and forewards.
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oo 12 09, Widdis Bridge 00 50 00, howles (Olde's) bridge, Rad's

bridge one pound & Ten shillings each in their turn came under repair.

A much larger sum is bestowed in 1723
"

for Paving ye Causey,

Caring of Stones, & for breaking ye Causey & filling ye same 55 8 loh
"

(this would presumably be the causeway across the Marshes at Efford).
1

A great deal of money was spent in 1677 in the building of an Almes

house, just a century before John Avery raised his Almes house faire ;

"
for Building the Walls of Almes house and for Healing the same

£41.,"
"

for timbring the sd. house 36 10 00." It is evident that at

times the stockwardens possessed very considerable balances in their

strong-box, out of which they occasionally lent small sums of money.

1705
" Tooke out then of ye Tower to lend to John Hoppin one Band

(on bond) five Pounds." 2

The division by the stockwardens of the surplus in their hands in

1714 was a more questionable proceeding ;
the amount represented a

balance of £112, out of which each of the Eight men took fourteene

pounds for which he engaged to pay interest
"
one shilling p pound

at the End of each Yeare. And also to pay in the principle When hee

shall bee therevnto required by the rest of the Eight men." We may
note also the payment in 1569

"
to the bull ryng x s," and in 1625 to

" Walter Orchard for killing of a foxe
j
s." (the same payment occurs

three times again in 1626). We may bring our account of the stock-

wardens' finance to an end with an entry which shows that a name
which still clings to a familiar coin has come down from the sixteenth

century and earlier times, 1561
"
payd for xij base testrons wyche we

Recevyd off the wardyns . . ."
3

APPENDIX E

THE OLD VICARAGE

Some account may be given here of the old Vicarage house which stood

facing south at the east end of a garden, since added to the churchyard,
and below the churchyard as it then was. The old Vicarage was taken
down in 1846 when the present Vicarage was built on the other side of

the road in what was then part of the glebe. The old fig tree now in the

churchyard stood in the former Vicarage garden. The Rev. Jacob
Stephen Hawker, who died in 1845, was the last occupant, the new
Vicarage being built for his successor, the Rev. R. H. Killick, in 1846. A
drawing made from recollection of the old house is in the possession
of the writer. It seems as it was. described to him, like many of the old

1 G. S. Gilbert says that Arundell built a mill and causey at Bude c. 1426. But the

thirteenth-century charter of Lady Turet (Goulding, p. 19) also mentions the "
causey."—

Can 1 his have been the Roman road Leading S. to Pont ? — B.S.
2 John Hopping is in receipt of charity in 1709 on account of lii^ children's sickness,

"save to John Hoppings Children being in a Callamitus Condition & very Sick Ten
shillings."

3
Testern, a brass coin covered with silver, first struck in the reign of Henry VIII,

The name was given to shillings and sixpences. Iu 1500 the teston ol 6d. wa A

duceel to 4|d. The name of teston was given to the new coins of Louis XII of France
bei .'.use they bore the head of that prince, but the name must have been given to the

English coin iii mere caprice, as all money in this country bore the head of the sovereign."
Skeat, cf. Shak, 2 Henry IV, III

"
hold, there"s a tester for thee."
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Vicarage houses, to have been little more than a low-roofed cottage,
one room wide, the passage behind leading into the second sitting-room.

Further west were other buildings, partially attached by an arch to
the New Inn, now demolished. Over the arch was a chamber. North of
these buildings, overlooking the lane, was a row of almshouses, likewise
vanished. Possibly one of these buildings was John Avery's Almes-
house. The entrance to the churchyard was by a pathway between
these two groups, more or less in its present position.

This neighbouring of houses on a church was a more frequent practice
in old times than might now be supposed, when ideas of sanitation or

supposed danger from fire have gone too far in the direction of
"

clear-

ance," depriving the church of those accessory notes which would
have otherwise given it scale and setting. Saint Clement's near Truro
with its Church House and passage under, gives a good idea of what
must have existed at Stratton.
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Cryk, Walter (Vicar), 72, 78

Cucking (leaping) stool, 92

Devonshire Rebellion, 50, 54
Domesday book, 13, 14
Duke of Cornwall, 35, 75

Edward VI, 31, 35, 43, 49, 50-5, 73
Efford, 13, 21, 33, 78, 93

96
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Egloskerry, 45

Eightmen, v. Stockwardens

Elizabeth, Q., 49, 50, S7-8
Exeter, 38, 40, 48, 50, 56, 57, 66, 86

Fairs, 46, 47 n.

Font Cloths, 43

Gerendus, John (Vicar), 55, 56, 73-5

Glebe, 13, 45

Grenville, Sir Bevil, 74 ;

— Sir

Richard, 64, 65 ;

— Thomas, 65,

67
Guilds, 31

Hartland, 28, 32, 44

Henry I, 13

Henry III, 20

Henry VIII, 35, 42, 49, 50, 77, 90

High Cross, fraternity of, 47, 62 n.,

72, 85 ;
— wardens, 31, 44, 60

Holmedon, holy maidens of Our

Lady of, 31, 47

Ilouseling (syngyng) bread, 36, 54,
86

Incense, 36, 40, 41

Inventories, ^6, 39, 40, 51

John, K., 13, 17, 2c

Kempthornes, 87

Langeston, John (Vicar), 72
Launceston Priory, 13, 16, 17, 35,

45. 73
Lazars, 63
Lent Cloth, 41, 55, 56

Manor of Stratton, 14, 17, 22

Marham church, 65, 74

Martyn, Rev. Wm. (Vicar), 56, 74-5
Mary, O., 49, 56-7, 74, 77

Mass, 56, 85, 88

Meneday, 85, 86

Mortain, Robert E. of, 14, 25

Music, 57, 87

My lie, Richard, 73

Nicholas, Pope, 16

Normans, 12, 14

Organs, 30, 48, 88

Pascal Taper, 38, 57

Passports, 92
Payne, Andrew, 74 ;

- - Robert, 32
Peter's farthings, 52

Picture, 37

Pillar, 92
Priests, mass, 85-6 ;

—
parish, 87,

89

Pyx, 36 > 37, 42, 55, 56 ;
— cloth

> 36

Raleigh, Sir Walter, 65

Recusants, 91, 92
Reformation, 35, 36, 49 58 » 89

Restoration, 33, 34, 80

Robinson, Rev. Jasper, 74 ;

— Rev.

Laurence, 74
Rood cloth, 55, 56

Sacering bells, 36, 40, 41

Sacrament, 36, 37, 39, 88

Sacristan, 42
Saint Andrew, 31 ; image, 39, 47,

56
St. Armell, 31 ;

—
guild of, 47 ;— image, 30, 47

St. Columb Over (Major), 30
St. George, guild, 47 ; image, 31,

54
St. Kew, 30
Sanctuary land, 13, 45

Saxons, 1 1-12

Sepulchre cloth, 42, 55

Sermons, 86

Service books, 42
Sexton, 60

Stamford Hill, 59, 74
Stocks, 63, 92
Stockwardens accounts, 30, 44, 47,

59-68
Suit, black, 40, 47
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Taxation of living, 16

Temple stairs, 45
Ten commandments, 58
Thurlibeare, 78
Turet, Bartholomew, 20; Lucy, 20,

21, 22, 93

Vessels : Basin, 36 ; chalice, 36, 57 ;

censers (senses), 36, 40, 41, 56;
cup, 58, 60

; cruets, 36, 57 ; fire-

pan, 55 ; holy water bucket, 36,

55, 56 ; lamp, 36, 42, 55 ; lantern,

36 » 42, 55 5 sconce, 36 ; ship, 36,

4i

Vestments, 39, 48, 89 ; alb, 40, 48 ;

chasuble, 39 ; copes, 38, 39, 40 ;

hoybs (obys), 39, 40 ; rochettes, 39,

4°j 55» 5^, 86, 88
; serpelles (sur-

plices), 39, 40, 55, 56, 88
; stoles,

39, 40
Vicar, 16, 18, 42, 48, 52, 69-75
Vicarage, 93-4
Visitations, 52

Waddons, 87 ;

— Wm. (Vicar), 72
War, French, 63, 67-8 ;

—
Irish, 63 ;—

Spanish, 63, 64-5
Waunford, John, 78; Thos., 78
Wax, 38, 48, 57
Week St. Mary, 21, 45
William I, 14, 25
William III, 67

Yelds, 31, 47
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